
THE WINNER/
KIT CARL KLEHM, GREAT GRANDSON OF CHARLES KLEHM (CHARTER MEMBER, AMERICAN
PEONY SOCIETY 1903). KIT IS THE GRAND CHAMPION WINNER OF THE 1979 NATIONAL
PEONY SHOW HELD THIS MAY 25th. THE FLOWER IS THE TREE PEONY VARIETY
"YACHIYO TSUBAKI" (ETERNAL CAMELLIA).
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FROM YOUR
PRESIDENT

I hope all of you had a very successful peony season this
year whether growing peonies on acres of land or in small garden
patches. The happy memories of the beautiful blooms will be a source
of pleasure to all of us during the fall and winter months.

Through the many exhibits during this past season, many people
have been introduced to the beauty of the peony for the first time.
Many others have been inspired to cultivate them as a hobby or to
learn more about their history. Greta reports that rr°mbership has in
creased this summer and that there were many new peony registra
tions.

The 75-year authentic history of the American Peony Society and
the growth of the peony over those years has been recorded in a book
that is now published. This book is for all peony lovers, with nine
chapters of information. It is a most interesting book that you will
refer to many times in the growing of the peony.

As I write this, the daylily season here in the north central states
is coming to an end and it is almost time for fall digging of peony roots.
Both amateur and commercial growers report a great deal of activity
in root sales. Be sure to divide and transplant your peonies as early as
possible in the fall. The warmer soil temperature in early fall will help
the peony to become established faster. And, of course, it is important
to water the plants well before they go into dormancy.

I would like to express my gratitude and the gratitude of the soci
ety to all those who worked so hard in performing the many, many
tasks required to present the peony exhibits this past season.

Sincerely
Chuck Klehm
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Tractor-drawn hayrack with convention people viewing the peony
fields.



THE 1979 NATIONAL SHOW AND
CONVENTION

by Don Hollingsworth

The cool, slow spring had quite an impact on the show table at the
1979 peony convention. The earliest Chinese peonies were barely com
mencing to open in the nearby fields of the Klehm nursery, Pretty
Petals Farm. Only those local growers having protected gardens and
those who brought flowers from more southerly areas were able to
stage much showing of the Chinese peonies. Nevertheless, these were
sufficiently represented that the display was complete for the visitors
who thronged through the Market Place shopping mall.

The competition classes contained an extraordinarily balanced
display of all garden peony types, reflecting the full range of flowering
season except for the latest kinds.

The seedling tables were well filled and their effect was especially
dramatic. The early hybrids of yellow and pastel hues were prominent.
Chris Laning brought a great group of these seedlings, including
several that are double flowered. The more familiar peonies were well
represented, as well, and there were Itoh Hybrid seedlings of good
yellow color. Visitors were obviously intrigued by the unfamiliar
sights. Enhancing the whole effect, especially in the evening, when the
influence of daylight was lessened, was the local lighting in the area
where the seedlings had been placed. Yellowish floodlights made the
soft-toned seedlings fairly glow with color. Viewers returned again and
again and concentrated their attention for long moments. This
enhancement notwithstanding, the range and quality of yellow-hued
peonies is clearly being advanced in the new generations.

The first day, activities were dominated by preparation and stag
ing of the exhibits, accompanied by ample visiting in the aisles of the
work room. Judging was completed in the early evening and there was
ample time to contemplate results, answer visitors' questions, and
simply relax in the afterglow of a day well spent.

Great buckets of peony flowers, red hybrids, had been brought in
from the Klehm farm and set near the display tables. Younger
members of the family took turns handing them to passing visitors as
a memento of the show.

Second day activities took place mostly at Pretty Petals Farm.
The Klehm family had taken full responsibility for show and meeting
arrangements. Family members and their associates worked tirelessly
and cheerfully. Members and guests never lacked for stimulating
diversions for their interest throughout the program, despite the many
unopened buds and a rainy day!

Pretty Petals Farm occupies approximately 100 acres of gently
rolling Illinois prairie a little northwest of Champaign. A share of the
acreage is devoted to the production of cut flowers for the florist trade- 8 -



and the balance to perennial plants for mail-order marketing. Long
rows of peonies stretch in all directions from the packing sheds. A
nearby area is devoted to other perennials, such as hemerocallis,
hostas, and irises. Some of the latter had been propagated by tissue
culture "test tube" methods developed through the efforts of Dr.
Martin Meyer of the University of Illinois, nearby at Urbana. The
fields are virtually weed-free; that sight alone is worth the trip for a
plain dirt gardener.

The dinner and annual meeting were held in a large tent, erected
near the packing sheds for the purpose. Attendance was large, in
cluding members of the Society arid many guests.

Immediately beyond the tent were long rows of the cut flower
peony called "Mr. Ed," in honor of the long-time Klehm employee Ed
Smith, who manages the farm. It is a white sport of "Mons. Jules
Elie." Field workers were going among the plants, selecting stems to
cut. In the afternoon there was a demonstration of preparing buds for
the wholesale florist market. Field tours were provided throughout the
two-day convention.

The annual meeting and a stimulating root auction competed with
the other diversions during the afternoon. Later some of us went with
Dr. Meyer to tour horticultural research laboratories and greenhouses
at the University.

Learning to know a little of what goes on in a modern nursery pro
duction operation and something of the modern technology of prop
agation is a rare treat for me. And I could tell that this sense of ap
preciation was also felt by the other participants with whom I came in
contact during this memorable day at the Klehm farm.

Those of us who attend a convention from afar make a measure of
investment to get there. But the effort to get there is a small thing
compared to the generous sacrifices made by those who arrange and
put on the program, often quite in the background and not readily
noticed. This year it is the Klehm family members and their associates
who get our cheers of gratitude for a job well done!

Peonies Outdoors and In by Arno and Irene Nehrling (1960) 28H pages
containing information in all phases on the herbaceous and tree peony.
Society members $4.95.
Send check or money order for the above literature to American Peony
Society, 250 Interlachen Koad. Hopkins. Minnesota 55343.

Back Bulletins, $1.00 each to members. Non-members $2.00.
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Photograph by Don Hollingsworth
Dr. Martin M. Meyer, Jr. who does research on tissue culture propaga
tion in the University of Illinois Horticulture Department, here
describing something of the apparatus and procedures to a visiting
group from the American Peony Society.

Photograph by Don Hollingsworth
Various containers and apparatus used in tissue culture propagation
arranged under fluorescent lights. Some of the cultures shown are
shapeless masses of undifferentiated tissues; silhouettes of miniature
leaves can be seen in others. Later tiny plants are separated and grown
on under protection in the greenhouse, before transfer to field rows.- 10 -



Photograph by Don Hollingsworth

Freshly prepared slices of flower buds in culture tubes from peony
"Emma Klehm. " Portions of flowers are sometimes effective sources
of plant material to start tissue cultures. While the techniques of
culturing new peony plants from tissue have not yet been successfully
determined, "Emma Klehm" has given a more encouraging response
than some other cultivars.

Photograph Joe Glocka
Checking the seedlings at the Champaign, Illinois, show; Don Holl
ingsworth, Chris Laning, Clarence Lienau.- 11 -



TO ALL THE KLEHMS, THANK YOU
From the W.G. Sindts, Afton, Minnesota

The annual meeting and show of the American Peony Society is
always a renewing of old friendships and the establishment of new
ones. 1979 was no exception, and as with all meetings, there were joys
and disappointments, people who were there and people who were not.
Some old favorite flowers were missing from the show table, but some
new or rarely seen ones took their place. The weather was too cool, but
one did not suffer from heat exhaustion; there was too much rain, but
we didn't need to worry about a water shortage. Yes, there were ups
and downs to the 1979 meeting, but the ups far exceeded the downs.

The show was staged in a large well-lighted shopping mall. The
work room or preparation area was most adequate, with plenty of
tables for all exhibitors. Flowers from the northern exhibitors were
conspicuous by their absence, but we did see exhibits from the more
southern areas. This was an advantage because usually the shows are
too late for the southern growers. We also saw high quality blooms
brought in by local people. Some of the exhibitors I had seen many
times at iris conventions but rarely at peony shows. We hope to see
them again at future peony shows.

Most of the blooms on the show table were hybrids and trees. The
season this year was nearly two weeks late, so the lactifloras were open
only in the southern areas and it was good that a few of those ex
hibitors were able to attend.

A feature of the 1979 meeting was to have been the viewing of the
Klehm peony fields in full bloom. We were able to ride through the
peony fields, but they were in bud rather than in bloom. Many of us
think it is a lot of work to disbud fifty or a hundred peony plants, but
here we saw forty acres of peonies disbudded for cut flowers. There had
to be a lot of sticky fingers getting all those side buds off!

While the field for cut flowers did not have much bloom, the early
hybrids were out. Long rows (V* mile) of one variety in bloom creates
an impressive sight. Here, too, one was able to see some varieties not
yet available but being propagated for future introduction. While it
was disappointing not to have more bloom, it was an experience for
most of us just to see so many acres of peonies. With so many cut
flowers, there must be a system for handling them when they are
brought in from the field. The demonstration showing how they are
handled and put into bunches was most interesting. I am always
amazed at how tight the buds are when cut for the market. This is
quite a change from what most of us do when we cut three or four
blooms to bring into the house for our own enjoyment.

Food is always important at any of the national meetings, and the
banquet is a joy to anticipate. This year the "banquet" was a barbecue
served in a huge tent. Chicken, ribs, salads, rolls, pie, etc. were all
delicious. And in case one was hungry after the first half chicken, there- 12 -



were seconds.
The barbecue was followed by a most successful auction with

many bidders getting choice roots. The bidding was in contrast to the
weather, which was cold with a downpour of rain.

After the barbecue and auction, many went back to the Mall for a
final look at the show. On Sunday morning most people left for then-
homes hoping they would be able to get gasoline. We heard of no one
having problems in this respect.

We look forward to the next show and meeting, always hoping it
will be as good as the last one.

See you in Ithaca, New York, in 1980!

TREE PEONIES
Albert J. Logan, 1710 Cambridge Road, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104

Tree peonies have been my favorites above all other flowers for
many years. Last year I had a phenomenally abundant crop of
blossoms as compared to this year's almost entire lack of bloom.

One sixty-year-old plant, the very early moutan ROSEA, dark red
single, had more than eighty blossoms last year. This year it had eight
buds. My ancient MARIA THERESA, lavender, very double, had an
incredible one hundred or more blossoms last year, while this year it
had only one bud!

Most of the others were similarly devoid of buds. Only YASSO
OKINA, my special favorite white, has several large buds (May 21).
Fortunately, my herbaceous varieties all seem to be doing nicely and
are ready for disbudding.

Have any other Society members in this central region had a
similar experience?

SPECIES
Louis Smirnow, Brookville, New York

There is a growing feeling that Species peonies, both herbaceous
and tree peonies, cannot be obtained. This is not true. Species peonies
should be bought only by those interested in hybridizing. Their
greatest value is for that purpose. Regular peonies most often have
better flowers, so unless you are hybridizing, we do not recommend
species.

Over the years, varieties of species in greatest demand are
anomala, brownii, californica, corallina, daurica, emodi, mascula,
mlokosewitchii, mollis, obovata, officinalis (in various colors),
peregrina, tenuifolia (single and double), lutea ludlowii, suffruticosa
rocks variety, potanini var. troilliodes. Brownii and californica are dif
ficult to grow outside the Pacific Coast.
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Tree Peony P. John Howard Wigell

Court of Honor, Champaign, III.

Coral. Charm Arrangements, Champaign III.

Photographer, Edward Michau



74TH ANNUAL AMERICAN PEONY SOCIETY
EXHIBITION

The Market Place, Champaign, Illinois
May 24, 25, and 26, 1979

COURT OF HONOR
Grand Champion and best of the show Pink tree peony

YACHIYO TSUBAKI - Kit Klehm
Yellow Tree "Golden Isles" Klehm Nursery
Pink Tree "Domoto Hybrid" Klehm Nursery
Red Tree "Hanadaiyen" Klehm Nursery
White Tree - "Godaishu" - C.W. Hubbard
White Hybrid "Archangel" John Kriechbaum
Pink Hybrid "May Dawn" Steve Varner
Double Blush "Norma Volz" Don Hollings worth
Light Pink Double "Mrs. F.D.R." John Kriechbaum
Pink Double "June Rose" John Kriechbaum
Red Double "Kansas" Don Hollingsworth
Semi-double White "Miss America" John Kriechbaum
White Japanese "Sunburst" Helen Titus
Red Single "Arctures" Helen Titus
Red Hybrid "Belle Center" Klehm Nursery
Double White - "Bowl of Cream" Helen Titus

DIVISION 1. OPEN TO ALL EXHIBITORS
Class 101 Twenty-five varieties, any color or type. One bloom each
in a separate container.

1st won by Chuck Klehm.
DAINTY LASS, ROBERT W. AUTEN, AGE OF GOLD,
COMPANION OF SERENITY, TRIA, FRANCIS ARLENE,
MAY DAWN, ILLINI CHIEF, MISS AMERICA, MRS. F.D.R.,
TOP BRASS, SCARLET O'HARA, LA JOLIET, CHARLIE'S
WHITE, MONTEZUMA, DEFENDER, BUCKEYE BELLE,
REQUIEM, CRUSADER, FIRELIGHT, FIRST LADY,
DANDY DAN, POSTELLIAN, AUTEN'S RED, GARDEN
PEACE.

Class 102 Fifteen varieties, herbaceous only, any type or color.
1st won by Chuck Klehm.

BELLE CENTER, CHOCOLATE SOLDIER, DAUNTLESS,
DANDY DAN, LA JOLIET, MISS AMERICA, CRUSADER,
DAINTY LASS, BUCKEYE BELLE, CHARLIE'S WHITE,
CRUSADER, REQUIEM, FIRST LADY, ROBERT W. AUTEN,
BLAZE. - 15 -



Class 103 Ten varieties, herbaceous hybrid only, any type or color.
1st won by Chuck Klehm.

FIRELIGHT, BLAZE, GARDEN PEACE, GOLDEN GLOW,
BELLE CENTER, SCARLET O'HARA, BRIGHT KNIGHT,
ROSEDALE, GOLDEN GLOW, BUCKEYE BELLE.

THREE BLOOMS, ONE VARIETY LACTIFLORA ONLY, IN ONE CON
TAINER
Class 110 1. Don Hollingsworth "Le Cygne"

2. Don Hollingsworth "La Lorraine"
Class 112 1. Don Hollingsworth "Hargrave Hudson"

2. Don Hollingsworth - "West Hill"
3. Klehm Nursery "Top Brass"

Class 113 1. Kreichbaum (Perm.) "June Rose"
2. Kreichbaum (Penn.) "Mons. Jules Elie"
3. Klehm Nursery - "First Lady"
Honorable Mention Ed Michau

Class 114 1. Don Hollingsworth "Karl Rosenfield"
2. Don Hollingsworth "Kansas"

Class 115 2. Klehm Nursery "Miss America"
Class 118 1. Don Hollingsworth "Garden Glory"

3. Ed Michau "Edulis Superba"
Honorable Mention Klehm Nursery "Charlie's Whi

Class 124 2. Klehm Nursery "Gratis"
ONE BLOOM LACTIFLORA ONLY
Class 130 1. Don Hollingsworth "Le Cygne"

2. Don Hollingsworth "Le Cygne"
Class 131 1. Don Hollingsworth "Norma Volz"

2. Don Hollingsworth "La Lorraine"
3. Don Hollings worth "Norma Volz"
Honorable Mention Don Hollingsworth "La Lorraii)

Class 132 1. John Kreichbaum "Mrs. F.D.R."
2. Ed Michau "Minuet"
3. Don Hollingsworth "Hargrave Hudson"
Honorable Mention Don Hollingsworth "West Hill"

Class 133 1. John Kreichbaum "June Rose"
2. Klehm Nursery "First Lady"
3. John Kreichbaum "Princess Margaret"

Class 134 1. Ed Michau - "Kansas"
2. Ed Michau - "Hifalutin' "
Honorable Mention Ed Michau "Kansas"

Class 135 1. John Kreichbaum "Miss America"
2. Klehm Nursery "Miss America"
3. Klehm Nursery "Miss America"

Class 138 3. Klehm Nursery - "Charlie's White"- 16 -



Class 140 2. Don Hollingsworth "Garden Glory"
Class 141 1. Ed Michau - "Sunburst"

2. Ed Michau "Gertrude Allen"
Class 143 2. Don Hollingsworth "Charm"
Class 146 2. Klehm Nursery - "Gratis"
THREE BLOOMS, ONE VARIETY HERBACEOUS HYBRIDS OR
SPECIES IN ONE CONTAINER
Class 150 3. Klehm Nursery "Requiem"
Class 151 1. John Kreichbaum _ "Cytherea"

2. Klehm Nursery "Dainty Lass"
Class 152 1. Klehm Nursery - "Dandy Dan"

2. Klehm Nursery "Belle Center"
3. John Kreichbaum "Burma Ruby"
Honorable Mention John Kreichbaum "Lois Arlene"

Class 154 1. John Kreichbaum "Archangel"
2. Klehm Nursery "Green Ivory"
3. Joe Glocka "Rush Light"

Class 155 1. Klehm Nursery "Firelight"
2. John Kreichbaumi "May Dawn"
3. Marvin Karrels "Roseletta"
Honorable Mention Klehm Nursery "Coral Fay"

Class 156 1. Klehm Nursery - "Scarlet O'Hara"
2. Don Hollingsworth "Sophia"
3. Art Landen "Scarlet O' Hara"
Honorable Mention Klehm Nursery "Scarlet O'Hara"

ONE BLOOM HERBACEOUS HYBRID OR SPECIES
Class 161 1. Klehm Nursery "Green Ivory"

3. John Kreichbaum "Garden Peace"
Class 162 1. Harvey Briscoe "Coral Charm"

2. Ed Michau "Bess Bockstoce"
3. Ed Michau "Londoner"

Class 163 1. Klehm Nursery "Belle Center"
2. John Kreichbaum "Heritage"
3. Klehm Nursery "Dandy Dan"
Honorable Mention Klehm Nursery "Belle Center"
Honorable Mention Klehm Nurserv "Jean Bockstoce'

Class 165 1. Chris Laning "Northern Light"
2. John Kreichbaum "Clair de Lune"
3. Marvin Karrels "Atherna"
Honorable Mention Marvin Karrels "Atherna"

Class 166 1. Marvin Karrels "Roseletta"
2. Klehm Nursery "Firelight"
3. Chris Laning "Fireflame"
Honorable Mention John Kriechbaum "Pageant"
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Class 167 1. Klehm Nursery - "Buckeye Belle"
2. Klehm Nursery "Bright Knight"
3. Klehm Nursery "Your Majesty"
Honorable Mention Art Landen "Blaze"

Class 168 1. Don Hollingsworth Itoh hybrid, name not recorded
THREE BLOOMS, ONE VARIETY, TREE PEONIES ONLY, IN
ONE CONTAINER
Class 174 A 1. Kit Klehm Japanese maroon single, name not

recorded by clerk
ONE BLOOM TREE PEONY ONLY, IN ONE CONTAINER
Tree peony names not recorded by the clerk.

Kit Klehm Japanese pink single
2. Kit "Klehm
3. Kit Klehm
Honorable Mention Dr. Carl H. Klehm

Kit Klehm Japanese pink semi-double
2. Dr. Carl H. Klehm

Kit Klehm Japanese pink double
3. Kit Klehm

Kit Klehm Japanese maroon single
Kit Klehm Japanese red single
Dr. Carl H. Klehm Japanese red semi-double
Kit Klehm Japanese red double
Kit Klehm .Japanese maroon, semi-double
Kit Klehm Lutea hybrid, yellow single

2. Dr Carl H. Klehm
Kit Klehm Lutea yellow, semi-double hybrid
Don Hollingsworth Lutea hybrid double yellow

2. Don Hollingsworth Lutea hybrid
double yellow

DIVISION II. AMATEUR
Open to exhibitors who raise peonies chiefly for pleasure, sell plants or
cut flowers only casually and do not grow more than 200 plants.
Class 201 TEN VARIETIES HERBACEOUS ONLY, ANY TYPE OR
COLOR. ONE BLOOM IN SEPARATE CONTAINER
Some peony names not recorded by the clerk

1st won by Steve Varner.
BURMA RUBY, PRAIRIE MOON, FLASH, MISS AMERICA,
RED CHARM, RIVIDA, DIANA PARKA, MONS. JULES
ELIE, PRINCE CHARMING, SCARLET O'HARA.

Class 212 1. Steve Varner "Red Charm"
2. Steve Varner - "Rivida"
3. Steve Varner - "Scarlet O'Hara"
Honorable Mention Steve Varner "Salmon Glow

Class 186 A 1.

Class 186 B 1.

Class 186 C 1.

Class 174 A 3.
Class 187 A 1.

Class 187 B 1.

Class 187 C 1.

Class 189 B 2.
Class 191 A 1.

Class 191 B 1.

Class 191 C 1.
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Class 222

Class 225
Class 226

1.

1.

Class 229 1.

Steve Varner
2. Steve Varner "Mrs. F.D.R."

Steve Varner "Miss America"
Steve Varner "Mons. Jules Elie"

3. Steve Varner "Mons. Jules Elie"
Steve Varner

2. Steve Varner "Flash"
3. Steve Varner "Burma Ruby"
Honorable Mention Steve Varner "Commando'

Class 230 1. C.W. Hubbard Tree peony, name not recorded

DIVISION III. NOVICE
to all gardeners who exhibit peonies only at local shows.Open

Class 308 2.

Class
Class

315
316

1.

2.

Class 317

Class
Class

320
321

2.

2.

Class 323 3.

Helen Titus "Arcturus"
3. Helen Titus "Krinkled White"

Helen Titus "Bowl of Cream"
Helen Titus "Edulis Superba"

3. Beatrice Hooper "John Howard Wigell"
Helen Titus "Paul Revere"

2. Helen Titus
3. Helen Titus

Helen Titus
Helen Titus "Krinkled White"

3. Helen Titus "Sea Shell"
Honorable Mention Helen Titus "Arcturus'

Helen Titus "Marchioness"

Class 401 Seedling
DIVISION IV.

1. H.E. Briscoe (111.) "Glasscock"
2. Don Hollingsworth #358
1. Don Hollingsworth #195 Kiskapa
2. Don Hollingsworth #440 Roselette's Child

F2 X quad F2 PINK
3. Don Hollingsworth #199 Kickapoo
1. Don. Hollingsworth #644
1. Chris Laning Quad F2 X "Moonrise"
1. Chris Laning "Roy's Best"
1. Chris Laning Quad F3 X "Silver Dawn"
1. Chris Laning Quad F3 X "Silver Dawn"
1. Chris Laning Quad F3 X "Silver Dawn"
1. Don Hollingsworth #685 Lady A. Duff

X Clair de Lune
1. Don Hollingsworth #205 Itoh Seedling
1. Chris Laning "Archangel" X F350-3
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DIVISION V
Visitor from the greatest distance.
Class 502 1. John Simkins, Oakville, Ontario, Canada.

"Rosegay," "Daystar," "Ivenda," "Early Scout,"
"Nosegay"

2. Edward Lee Michau, Derby, Kansas.
"Ruth Clay," "Ludovica," "Good Cheer," "Hot
Chocolate," Seedling Ml 7-70

ARTISTIC DIVISION VI.
1. Charlotte Sindt, Afton, Minn. "Champaign Bubble"
3. Maria Rose, Woodstock, 1ll. "Mickey's Golden Memories"
2. Nancy Klehm, Barrington, 1ll. - "Check It Out"
1. Nancy Klehm, Barrington, 1ll. "Peony Picnic"
3. Maria Rose, Woodstock, 1ll. "Urban Urbana"
1. Charlotte Sindt, Afton, Minn. "Chinese Diplomat" Grand Champi

1. Charlotte Sindt, Afton, Minn. "Disco Dynamite"
3. Kenny Klehm, Barrington, 1ll.
3. Nancy Klehm, Barrington, 1ll. - "To Market - To Market"

BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING, MAY 24,
1979

The Market Place, Champaign, Illinois
The business meeting of the Board of Directors of the American

Peony Society was called to order by President Carl H. Klehm. Direc
tors present were Joe Glocka, Wisconsin; Don Hollingsworth, Kansas
City, Missouri; Chris Laning, Michigan; Marvin Karrels, Wisconsin;
Clarence Lineau, Michigan; Charlotte E. Sindt, Minnesota; Irvin Ew-
ing, Michigan; Marjorie Cornell, New York; Theo Mysyk, Illinois;
W.G. Sindt, Minnesota; Greta Kessenich, Secretary, Minnesota.

The first order of business was to present names as nominees for
the Board of Directors whose terms were expiring this year, 1979. The
Board of Directors were appointed to serve as the nominating commit
tee. Charlotte Sindt asked that her name be withdrawn, leaving that
seat vacant.

Marvin Karrels made a motion to nominate the outgoing 1979
members, with John Kreichbaum of Bernville, Pennsylvania, to fill the
vacancy for the following three year term of office. Approved, the
names to be read at the annual meeting by the Secretary.

A discussion followed regarding simplifying the Court of Honor.
No definite decision was made. This matter to be resumed at the May
25th meeting.

Marvin Karrels was appointed to audit the books of the treasurer.
The nomenclature of the peony was a long discussion of grave con- 20 -



cern. Over a time there have been remarks and innuendoes about
peony roots being received by the public that were not true to name.
This concerns all of us. This Society was formed many years ago to
keep the nomenclature accurate, and we must all be alert to this fact.
It took years of time and money to correctly identify the peonies and
assign a correct name for every variety. Mistakes can be made occa
sionally, but to continue such practice with peony varieties which may
be in likeness to the one desired with an incorrect name attached is not
condoned by this Board of Directors. Should complaints continue and
if against any member of this Society, the Board of Directors will take
proper action.

The above was approved for the minutes of this meeting.
Adjourned.

Greta Kessenich, Secretary

AMERICAN PEONY SOCIETY
ANNUAL MEETING

Klehm Peony Farm, May 25, 1979, Champaign, Illinois
The annual meeting of the American Peony Society and Bar-B-Cue

Banquet was held at the Klehm Peony Farm. The banquet was at
12:00 noon.

The business meeting began at 1:00 P.M. The financial report and
summation of the year report was passed to all members present.

Mr. Marvin Karrels reported that the treasurer's books had been
audited and were in order. The financial report was unanimously ac
cepted. He then asked that the year report be read to all in attendance.

The nominees for the Board of Directors were read by the
Secretary. Since there were no nominations from the floor, nominees
Greta Kessenich, Joe Glocka, Myron Bigger, Ed Michau, Theo Mysyk,
and John Kreichbaum were unanimously elected.

The Court of Honor recipients were read. The Farr Medal was
presented to Kit Klehm for the Grand Champion peony, Tree peony
YACHIYO TSUBAKI.

Gifts were presented in appreciation from Roy and Dr. Carl H.
Klehm to Mrs. Art Landen and Mrs. Bob Rose for the exceptional
work in arranging the festivities for the occasion and for the exhibition
at The Market Place, and also to Mrs. Gerrie Smith for the hours of
work in assisting with the convention at the Peony farm, and to Greta
Kessenich for work the past year.

Dr. Martin Meyer invited all present to his laboratories at the
University of Illinois, where he is doing experimental work on tissue
culture of various plants.

The meeting was adjourned at 2:30 P.M.
The auction of peony roots followed at 3:00 P.M. Mr. Lienau was

the auctioneer. We thank you, Mr. Lienau. Greta M. Kessenich, Secretai- 21 -



BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING
Klehm Peony Farm, May 25, 1979

The meeting of the Board of Directors was called to order by Presi
dent Carl H. Klehm at 7:15 P.M.

Directors present: W.G. Sindt, Theo Mysyk, Joe Glocka, Don
Hollingsworth, Marvin Karrels, Clarence Lienau, Chris Laning, Irvin
Ewing, John Kreichbaum, Marjorie Cornell, John Simkins, Edward
Michau, and Greta Kessenich, Secretary.

The first order of business was to conclude the discussion for the
change of rules regarding the Court of Honor. A revised schedule was
presented by Marvin Karrels, which establishes a Court of Honor Can
didate Class #106.

Class 106 Court of Honor Candidate Class
Exhibitors should enter their best blooms in this class. The
court of honor entries will come from all blue ribbon winners in
this class. One bloom in separate container. One entry only of
each type.

A. Double Lactiflora
1. White
2. Blush
3. Light Pink
4. Dark Pink
5. Red

B. Bomb Lactiflora
Any color. One bloom in separate container.

C. Semi-double
Lactiflora only. Any color. One bloom in separate container.

D. Japanese
Lactiflora only. Any color. One bloom in separate container.

E. Single
Lactiflora only. Any color. One bloom in separate container.

F. Hybrid or Species
1. Single
2. Semi-double
3. Double
Any type or color. One bloom of each in separate containers.

G. Tree peony
One entry of each in Japanese, European, or Lutea. One bloom
of each in separate containers.

Grand Champion
The best flower in the Show will be selected from the Court of
Honor winners, plus one selection chosen by the Judges who- 22 -



judged the Class 106. These judges will pass through all the
classes of the show and select one bloom of any type or color
and add it to the Court of Honor selections to compete for the
Champion of the show. Ten minutes will be allowed for this
additional selection.

A motion was made that this new schedule be adopted for one
year. Motion carried.

The election of officers followed. A motion was made that the pres
ent officers be elected. Dr. Carl H. Klehm, President; Theo Mysyk,
^Vice-President; Greta Kessenich, Secretary-Treasurer. It was unan
imously approved.

The convention sites for the following years, are:
Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y., June 12-15, 1980
Jftngwood Center, Mansfield, Ohio, June 1981
Hamilton, Ontario, Canada, 1982.

A new fact sheet is to be made up regarding the activities of the
American Peony Society. This sheet will also include application for
membership, and will be available at all Conventions.

Meeting adjourned at 8:00 P.M.
Greta M. Kessenich, Secretary

REGISTRATION
ROYAL ROSE (Reath F-ll) David L. Reath, 100 Central Ave.,
Vulcan, Michigan 49892; Parentage, Paula Fay X Moonrise; First
bloomed, 1974. Hybrid, medium pink, flat semi-double flower. One ter
minal bloom per stem. Stamens, pollen, reliable. 30 inches in height,
sturdy stems, holds flower erect. Early, blooms with other lobata
hybrids, deep green, glossy foliage. This seedling of Paula Fay has
good plant habits. It is similar in color but has more petals (semi-
double) with a few side buds. Pollen is fertile and the carpels set seed
easily. Easily propagated by adventitious bud formation on root cut
tings. A characteristic from Paula Fay.
PINK FROST (Reath B-36) David L. Reath, Box 251, Vulcan,
Michigan 49892, 1979; Parentage, Sib of Ann Cousins X rich red
macro hybrid; First bloomed 1970. Hybrid, pale frosted pink cup.
Heavy substance, naked stamens, no pollen or seeao. Reliable. Sturdy
strong stems, holds flower erect, 36 inches in height, very early bloom
ing, vigorous grower with deep green glossy foliage with short
petioles. Ideal garden plant habits. Sturdy stems inherited from the
macro species. Flower similar to the Glasscock variety Friendship.
Relatively infertile; however, will set occasional seed. Selected and
named by Eleanor Reath.
RED ALERT (Reath B-35) David L. Reath, 100 Central Ave., Vulcan,
Michigan 49892, 1979; Parentage, Sib of Ann Cousins (lactiflora) X
rich red macro hybrid; First bloomed 1970. Single hybrid, rich orange
red cup. Naked (no pollen) stamens, heavy substance, no seeds, very- 23 -



early bloom. 36 inches in height. Strong stems, holds flower erect,
vigorous with deep green glossy foliage with short petioles. This is a
sib of Pink Frost, same type of plant growth. Ideal garden plant. Ter
minal bud is large with smaller side buds. Relatively infertile; however,
will set an occasional seed.
SALMON DREAM (Reath F-10) David L. Reath, 100 Central Ave.,
Vulcan, Michigan 49892, 1979; Parentage, Paula Fay X Moonrise; Sib.
of F-ll; First bloomed in 1974. Hybrid, pale salmon pink, semi-double,
flat flower. Reliable, good substance, pollen and seeds. Sturdy stems,
30 inches in height, early bloom with other lobata hybrids, deep green
glossy foliage. Seedling of Paula Fay, similar plant habits. The pale
salmon pink color shows the cream inherited from Moonrise. Sets
seeds very easily. Does not form adventitious buds on root cuttings,
therefore slower of propagation. Proven useful for hybridizing.
FIRE OPAL (Walter Marx) (68-26) June 27, 1979. Deep red bomb, in
ner petals tipped white. 36 inches high, very stiff stems. 3-4 flowers per
stem, fast grower. Mid season, no fragrance. Introduced by Allan and
Dorothy Rogers, Sherwood, Oregon.
IMPERIAL PARASOL (Walter Marx) (69-10) June 27, 1979.
Japanese. Opens bright, a pale orchid pink. White petaloids, carpels
edged with red. 26 inches high, bushy, compact plant. 2-3 buds per
stem. Very early, no fragrance. Introduced by Allan and Dorothy
Rogers, Sherwood, Oregon.
ACCENT (26-62) Myron D. Bigger, 201 N. Rice Road, Topeka, Kansas
66616, 1979. Parentage unknown. A fragrant full rose type dark red. A
very well proportioned flower on a thirty-inch stem with tough dark
green foliage. Medium size bloom.
CAPITAL DOME (5-65) Myron D. Bigger, 201 N. Rice Road, Topeka,
Kansas 66616, 1979. Parentage unknown. An early pure white bomb
type bloom on a thirty-six inch stem with clean bright green foliage.
CLOUD CAP (61-55) Myron D. Bigger, 201 N. Rice Road, Topeka,
Kansas 66616, 1979. Parentage unknown. Full rose type light pink to
white medium-sized flower that is neatly formed. Fine light green
foliage on a very adequate twenty-four to thirty inch stem.
FRUIT BOWL (33-62) Myron D. Bigger, 201 N. Rice Road, Topeka,
Kansas 66616, 1979. Parentage unknown. Japanese type medium dark
pink petals and lemon stamenodes, on a thirty-six inch stem. The
flowers are held well above the good, clean foliage.
LAVENDER LACE (22-62) Myron D. Bigger, 201 N. Rice Road,
Topeka, Kansas 66616, 1979. Parentage unknown. Japanese type
bloom that is a nice lavender with stamenodes the same color edged
with yellow. White to green carpels. Thirty-six inch stems with dark
green foliage.
PASTEL GEM (18-65) Myron D. Bigger, 201 N. Rice Road, Topeka,
Kansas 66616, 1979. Parentage unknown. Full rose flower, a very light
cream pink, beautifully sculptured. Thirty-six inch stems on a very- 24 -



clean foliage.
SHAWNEE ROSE (74-55) Myron D. Bigger, 201 N. Rice Road,
Topeka, Kansas 66616, 1979. Parentage, Nippon Beauty 4 ? Full dou
ble dark pink to light red with few stamens. A very reliable bloomer.
Thirty-six inch stems with good foliage.
SNOW QUEEN (3-65) Myron D. Bigger, 201 N. Rice Road, Topeka,
Kansas 66616, 1979. Parentage, Jayhawker X ? Early pure white, full
double with a collar of hidden stamens. Good deep green foliage on a
thirty-six inch stem.
STRAWBERRY RIPPLE (14-55) Myron D. Bigger, 201 N. Rice Road,
Topeka, Kansas 66616, 1979. Parentage unknown. Full double white
with strawberry ripple over the entire flower. Few stamens. Thirty-six
inch stem and good foliage.
SUNNY SIDE UP (15-65) Myron D. Bigger, 201 Rice Road, Topeka,
Kansas 66616, 1979. Pure white Japanese with very heavy bright
yellow stamenodes. Red tipped green carpels. Good green foliage on
thirty-six inch stems.

WILLIAM H. KREKLER, 4030 West Elkton Toad, Somerville, Ohio 45064
William H. Krekler, 4030 West Elkton Road, Somerville, Ohio 45064
BARBARA (K 569) Stout, heavy 42-inch. Late dull red lactiflora.
HIGH UP (K 936) Tallest hybrid. Generous single light red.

QUEEN OF SPRING (K 731) Huge 29-inch, early, single light orange-
red.
TOWN TALK (K 220) Huge semi-single carmen-cream hybrid.
TROY (K 709) Attractive single carmen red. 30 inches.
VOLGA (K 537) Outstanding huge deep pink double.
DEBBIE (K 937) Big late dense deep pink flatish double.
HIGH HO (K 939) Big late dull red Japanese. Tips cream.
OMEGA RUBRA (K 940) Very late dense bright crimson double.

PIQUA (K 149) Huge arching semi-double flesh to white.
WARSAW (K 214) Different centered big dark red lactiflora.

Seedlings of William H. Krekler. Registered by Roy Klehm, 2 E.
Algonquin Road, Arlington Heights, Illinois 60005.
ABALONE PINK (K 902) Sturdy big pale pink. 26-inch hybrid.
BIG DADDY (K 922) Heavy 29-inch dense double red. Cutter type.
EVEREST (K 925) Large near-white, semi-double, 35-inch.
ODD LOT (K 921) Different 35-inch white Japanese. Fine cut center.
ONE GRAND (K 918) Large low dense deep pink double.
ORV (K 931) Good dense average-sized low deep red double.

QUAKER DRESS (K 904) Nice flower and bush. Pale pink hybrid.
SHOWPIECE (K 126) Lasting light pink hybrid single cup.
VIKING CHIEF (K 909) Different flecked semi-double broad pink.- 25 -



VOODOO (K 930) Silvery pink double lactiflora, 28-inch cutter.
YORK (K 934) Big double pink with some outer silver.
ZED (K 891) Early low hybrid. Big gay showy single red.
ZELDA (K 910) Nice low refined silvery light pink double.
ZINGER (K 912) Big flat semi-double pink, tips silver.
ZION (K 893) Lr* ,£« early light pink single cups, hybrid.

TREE PEONY TOPICS
Louis Smirnow, Brookville, L.I., New York

This past spring was the worst weatherwise in many years all
along the eastern part of the country. The rains were so severe that all
types of peonies flowered poorly. In conversation with New England
and Virginia growers, I was told that as soon as the flowers opened,
the rains ruined them. Our own experience was similar.

On May 17 many tree peony buds fully opened, but the following
day a heavy rain damaged the freshly opened flowers. A few days
later, many Lutea hybrids were subjected to the same treatment. It
was the worst flowering season in the last twenty years.

Occasionally we mention the additional value of a tree peony as
against the herbaceous or hybrids, and this time we want to stress the
unusual color of the foliage of some tree peonies.

While visiting a local garden, we saw nine tree peonies growing in
a small area near the front of the house. Three plants had the usual
green leaves, two had a mixture of green and bronze in the leaves, two
had copper colored leaves, and the other two had a mixture of green
and copper in the leaves. One of the leaves on the copper-colored
foliage was almost red. It was a beautiful sight.

Landscape architects have become aware of this feature.
YACHIYO TSUBAKI is spectacular in this regard. Quite often it is
not unusual to see three different colors on the leaves: green, bronze,
and coral.

We recommend the following tree peonies as being easy to grow:
FULL DOUBLES:
White - TAMASUDARE
Pink - HANAKISOI, TAMAFUYO, or YACHIYO TSUBAKI
Red - TAIYO or RED MOON
Violet - KAMADA FUJI
Lavender - KAMADA NISHIKI
Purple - RIMPOW or SHIMADAIGIN
Yellow - AGE OF GOLD or CHROMATELLA
Bi-Color - YUKI ZASA or SEIDAI
SINGLES OR SEMI DOUBLES:
White - HAKUO JISHI or OGDAISHU
Pink - KASUMI NO MORI or NIPPON ZAKURA- 26 -



Red - JITSU GETSU NISHIKI or SHUGYO-KUDEN
Lavender-Lilac - MUENSAI or OWYASHIMA
Purple - SHIKOWDEN or SHIGYOKU
Maroon - UBATAMA or BLACK PIRATE
Yellow - L'ESPERANCE or GOLDEN VANITIE

BOTRYTIS OR PHYTOPHTHORA
BLIGHT WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE?

Clyde V. Goodman, Oregon, Wisconsin

Several years ago I had over 1 50 well-established peonies planted
according to the Peony Society's rules. We'd kept them weed-free and
maintained the proper distance for air drainage. In spite of all this, I
discovered my peonies had a disease. It appeared to be Botrytis. I im
mediately started to treat them with Benlate 50% WP, which seemed
to help but very little.

The following spring, they were sprayed every week. They ap
peared to get much worse, and in late summer I took some of these
peonies to the University of Wisconsin Pathology Department. They
discovered that it was Phytophthora and recommended the fungicide
Bravo WP-75, a product of Diamond Shamrock Chemical Co.

It is true that a great deal of improvement took place, and for the
next two or three years I used Bravo WP-75. This Bravo fungicide has
been changed twice since that time. They now have a Bravo 6F and
Bravo 500. Both are liquids with instructions of one tablespoon per
gallon.

Inasmuch as I also grow dwarf apple trees, I started to use one of
the fungicides recommended by the University of Wisconsin for apple
scab. The results were unbelievable. Since I moved to this new loca
tion, I have obtained more peonies and have had only one plant that
was adversely affected, and none this year.

I've found that the best results for control of this disease on
peonies is, for a quantity of two gallons spray, use one teaspoon of
Benlate 50% WP plus two tablespoons of Dithane M-45 or Manzate
200. (Manzate 200 and Dithane M-45 are different brand names for the
same product.) The lower stems close to the ground should always be
sprayed.

The above solution is slightly stronger than the apple scab spray,
but the results have been fantastic. It seems that the Benlate takes
care of the Botrytis and the other chemical controls Phytophthora.

I've found that Phytophthora is many times more destructive
than the Botrytis Blight. However, there is a great deal of similarity
between the two diseases and they are often difficult to identify.- 27 -



William H. Krekler. A lifetime of
hybridizing with peonies. He has
named and registered over 350
varieties, giving a wealth of beau
ty to the gardens of the world.

HYBRIDIZING
William H. Krekler, 4030 West Elkton Road, Somerville, Ohio

For breeding, the two lactifloras I like best are BEV and EATON.
Both varieties are used more than others because they grow quite tall
and can be totally harvested without robbing the bush of too many
leaves. Both stand up straight, very hedgelike, and seldom bow down
or have broken stems because of rain or wind. They not only have good
bush habits, but also always produce a very generous crop of large
semi-double lovely flowers in which the golden pollen peeps. They have
very few side buds, which saves so much work of disbudding. Semi-
doubles and Japanese will produce a larger number of doubles than the
always too numerous single seedlings.

The pollen parents that I use are two huge, showy, dependable red
hybrids, DAD and BRUCIE. For single lactiflora pollen, the red
CAMDEN and DAWN PINK have superb colors. MISS MARY is
almost like CAMDEN. For an early flower and for blackness, I use
semi-single GRATIS.

Pull out the stamens and place them in a broad, shallow cookie pan
with a 40 watt light bulb about ten inches above. Otherwise, the damp
stamens generally mold. In about two days, shake the dried stamens in
a flour sifter to get the golden pollen. Apply pollen as needed to the
fresh sticky peony pistols with a water coloring brush. A very small
amount is as good as a gallon.

In August the peony seed pods are gathered and shelled promptly,
before they mold. This is done before they split open and shatter the
brown seeds on the ground, causing unnecessary work in picking them
up. Ripe hybrid seeds are nearly always oblong, with a blue cast.

Plant the seeds at once because if they get too hard, they may take- 28 -



two or three years to sprout. Seed beds are prepared in three-foot-wide
level soil, in full sun where they do not get too wet. Scattering the
seeds about an inch apart saves much weeding. Then cover with an
inch or so of very old sawdust. The new sawdust will heat. Weed-free
soil is the most acceptable. The sawdust mulch helps prevent March
heaving caused by too much freezing and thawing. In addition, it helps
both to prevent weeds sprouting and to conserve moisture.

The cut leaf hybrid LADDIE produces good seed. MISS
AMERICA is an excellent semi-double parent, earlier than EATON
and with many side buds. Good Japanese parents of mine are RAY
PAYTON, ALICE ROBERTS, PAT VICTOR, BRIDES DREAM,
BOB KREKLER, CORA STUBBS, TOM ECKHARDT, NELLIE
SHAYLOR, KAREN GRAY, and DON RICHARDSON. Myron Big-
gers' CARRARA is also a good Japanese parent.

The most popular parents for hybrids have been lactifloras crossed
with OFFICINALIS or OTTO FROEBEL (lobata). Also, some
breeders use PEREGRIN A and other wild species. Hybrids have bet
ter colors in a broader color range and are earlier. They take much
longer to bloom the first time, and with the exception of botrytis
blight caused by excessively damp spring weather, they have fewer
diseases.

No peonies will give you greater joy than those that you create.
Hybridizing is so easy! Just try it. You have just as good a chance as
anyone of creating Blue boy. Hybridizing takes time, so have patience.
Never discard a peony seedling after seeing its first little bloom. It will
be much better after becoming established and being fed by longer
roots.

MYRON D. BIGGER: MR. PEONY
FLOWER FARMER AND BREEDER
Reprint from June 1979 Kansas Farmer

by Betty Lou Denton, Home Editor, Kansas Home and Family

Two years ago Myron Bigger of Topeka was named Mr. Peony by
the American Peony Society in recognition of his achievements as a
peony breeder. During the 50 years he has raised peonies, Myron said,
"I've had lots of awards for my peonies, but that was the first for me."

For as long as he can remember, Myron has loved flowers. Since
his brother and sister were both practically grown when he was small,
he spent many hours alone or with his grandmother, who took him
with her to look for greens, in the wooded area around his family's
dairy farm southeast of Topeka. "I knew where every flower was in the
woods."

His mother always raised flowers, including her favorites
(sweetpeas and dahlias), and Myron had his own flowers for which to



As a student at Highland Park High School in 1922, because of his
love for flowers, he tried to get the administration to offer a course in
botany, but only one other student wanted it. That didn't deter
Myron's interest, however. Every chance he had, he would read all he
could find on the subject in the school's encyclopedia.

Myron believes there is no excuse for anyone being ignorant if a

person can read. His own bookcase is filled with books on horticulture
which he has studied diligently.

The fact that florists call him regularly when they have questions
is evidence of the respect those in a related occupation have for his
knowledge. Should he not know the answer, he knows exactly where to
find it one sign of an educated man.

After high school his mother bought him a trunk and was ready to
send him off to college at Kansas State. His father, however, con
vinced him he should stay on the farm and become a dairyman.

Actually, Myron never really liked animals and didn't have too
much early exposure to them. Because his mother liked to milk, she
would have him prepare breakfast while she and his dad did the dairy
ing.

(Myron still likes to cook and instilled that same interest in his
son, Calvin, who for a time worked as a fry cook at a steak-house as a
second job.)

With his dairying and driving the milk truck, Myron started grow
ing gladioli. (Dahlias were too touchy and required too much work.)
Since the gladiola bulbs had to be planted each spring and dug each
fall, he soon found their care requirements didn't match up with the
dairy business. He then switched to peonies, selling both the cut
flowers and the roots.

When his father was ready to sell the dairy farm, Myron couldn't
afford to buy the place; so it was sold. Myron moved to his present
location east of Topeka, renting additional land when he needed it.

Even with the rented land, his actual acreage is small by most
standards. The farming is intense and all hand labor. Harvest-time for
cut flowers is extremely short. Timing is critical, and weather is
always a factor. (Although he always fears his crop will be destroyed
by a hail storm, only once in 52 years has it happened and that time
some of the crop was all right.)

"I don't believe in gambling," Myron declared, "but I've farmed
all of my life."

The Biggers, Myron and his wife, Annie, have gradually cut back
their plantings in recent years, gradually getting out of the business
by not replanting when they dig root stock. At their peak, the Biggers
had between 8 and 9 acres of peonies and would cut and store from
72,000 to 84,000 peonies (6,000 to 7,000 dozen) each season, all within
10 to 14 days.

"That's a lot of stoops," Myron declared.- 30 -



Their record for one day was 1,765 dozen flowers harvested and
stored.

How fast the peonies develop depends upon the weather. Myron
says they would often go to bed thinking there was nothing to do and
would wake up to find the peonies had suddenly reached the cutting
stage (when the buds feel similar to a marshmallow).

They would immediately call their 15 to 20 workers. Usually, they
hired women, because they are better with detail work and counting.

As the workers cut the flowers they lay them on stretchers, long
wooden table-like units on which the workers lay the cut buds until
they have 35 to 40 dozen flowers. These they carry on the stretcher to
the shed where women count and wrap the flowers in white butcher
paper so the buds are just below the top of the paper.

The wrapped buds are stored at a commercial cold-storage plant
and kept at as near freezing as possible. At temperatures between 32
degrees and 34 degrees the peonies will hold 6 weeks, stored dry
without water.

They're removed from storage 24 hours before they're needed.
Some varieties of peonies may feel a little different when they're

ready for storage, but Myron always tests each variety to find exactly
when they're right. It doesn't take long to learn just by looking at
them.

One important practice which anyone growing peonies might find
helpful is the rule to never cut more than 50% of the blooms from any
bush. If too many are taken, the plant will be ruined for the next 2 or 3
years.

Not all varieties of peonies will stand cold storage, according to
Myron. Festiva Maxima is one which will not. One of the best for cold
storage is one Myron raised himself from seed, Snow Mountain, a
white with some pink in it. "The dead whites won't last. Albinos in any
breed or people are sickly."

Myron believes he has been extremely lucky in his efforts to
develop new varieties. From a handful of seeds he raised 15 good
peonies. Normally, breeders hope to save maybe one out of 100 seeds
planted, or if they're really lucky they might even save 1 or 2 out of 25.

Growing peonies from seed (about the size of a garden pea) is a
long process. It takes 18 months for the seed to come up and 3 to 5
years more before the peony blooms. Several more years are needed
before the plant can be divided to replant to grow roots for sale.

Of the peonies Myron has developed, the most famous is the light
red he named Kansas. It has taken every award possible at peony
shows. There are others Myron considers as pretty as that variety
"but they don't win shows."

Among others Myron has developed are those he named for
himself and his family, the Myron D. Bigger (a double white), the An- 31 -



nie Bigger (a pink) for his wife, and the Trafford W. Bigger (a Japanese
variety) for his brother. The latter is an unusual peony because it is a
"brown-red" rather than a "blue-red" as most varieties are.

Myron called the first peony he named, Shawnee Chief. It is a
medium red double flower. Comanche, a red Japanese type, is one of
his favorites.

Peonies are classified in five distinct types by the forms the parts
of the flower take, plus hybrids. The single has five or more petals ar
ranged around a center of pollen-bearing stamens and carpels (pistils).
The Japanese has five or more petals and a center of stamens bearing
abortive anthers, nearly or completely devoid of pollen, which appear
in many different forms. They are surrounded by the carpels and disc.

Anemone, the third type, has five or more petals and a center of
stamens fully transformed into small narrow petals called petalodes.
(These are often listed as Japanese or double.) The transformed
stamens are usually yellow; however, they can be of other colors.

Semi-double peonies have five or more guard petals and a center of
broad petals with many pollen-bearing stamens intermixed. Double
peonies have five or more guard petals with a center of stamens and
carpels, more or less fully transformed into petals which make up the
main body of the flower.

The Biggers sell peony roots, hardy amaryUis and hardy hibiscis
all over the United States. Although they have shipped overseas and
to Canada in the past, they no longer do it because "It's so much
trouble." For example, Canada requires the bulbs to be inspected on
the day of shipment; however, that nation is beginning to take the bar
riers down.

Peonies are simple to grow, yet beautiful, producing flowers from
1 to 10 inches depending upon the variety. Once planted, unless there
is a reason for moving them, they are planted for a lifetime. They are
seldom bothered by insects or disease. Unless the soil is deficient in
some nutrient the flowers need, Myron doesn't believe fertilizer is
necessary. Usually, phosphorus and potash are the fertilizers needed if
any are. Myron recommends getting a soil test if your flowers start to
show signs of deterioration.

Fertilizer is all right when planting, but it must be used right and
kept away from the roots. If it touches the roots, it will burn them; so
Myron waits until the plants are about 2 years old if he is fertilizing.

When planning a location for peonies, Myron recommends you
look for a sunny, well drained spot. Partial shade is all right if it is only
for a short time during the day. Since the plants can be expectad to
produce for 40 to 50 or more years, they need to be planted so they
have good circulation of air and not be crowded by other plants, 3Vi to
4 feet apart unless to be for hedge, then 2 to 3 ft. Since they don't like
to compete with tree roots and shrubs for nourishment, they should be- 32 -



planted away from trees, especially elm, soft maple, hackberry, and
walnut.

Any good garden soil will do, but sandy soils make more foliage
and less blooms; clay soil makes slower growth but better flowers.
Clay soils also make them less likely to be bothered by nemas
(nematodes).

Peonies should not be replanted for at least 7 years in a spot where
peonies have been grown, unless the soil has been removed for 2 to 3
feet deep and an area about 3 feet square. Some authorities say,
"Never."

The roots go deep, and Myron says he has plowed them up 10
years after the bushes were dug up. Sometimes the roots will make
new bushes, but you can't count on it. The Biggers have one variety
which they have dug out three or four times.

Should you want to multiply your peonies or sell some, Myron
says to dig them up, wash them good so you can see what you are do
ing, then cut the roots so each piece has two or three eyes and two or
three roots.

To plant, dig a hole large enough to easily hold the root without
crowding and place the eyes 2 inches below the surface of the ground
so the crown is on top and the eyes point upward. Fill with soil around
the root, firm the soil carefully around the root. Add about a gallon of
water and let it settle, then fill with loose soil. Mound it up a few inches
for winter protection and to keep the roots from heaving. If the mound
has not sunk to the normal level by spring, level it.

Dividing and planting is best done in the fall, September or Oc
tober. If absolutely necessary they can be moved carefully at any time;
however, they will be set back some.

As far as routine care of peonies goes, Myron recommends keeping
the weeds and grass from about 18 to 20 inches around the planting.
After the plant is established, it can take care of the weeds itself.
Grass takes nutrients out of the soil.

If you feel the need to irrigate the peonies, Myron says to do a
good job. Wet the soil to 3 or 4 inches and forget about it. "A hoe is a
better irrigator than the hose. Keep the ground loose and water
doesn't evaporate as much."

If you want, Myron says it is all right to pinch seed pods out of
peony bushes, but don't trim them back after they have bloomed
because the leaves are the stomach for plants, and they are providing
the nourishment for the next year's growth. Trim no farther than to
the first leaf under the bloom before September.

Winter protection, mounding of soil, is only necessary the first
winter a peony is planted.

In deciding what types and varieties of peonies to plant, Myron
suggested one requirement, a plant with stems strong enough to stand-33-



up in spite of strong winds and blooms being filled with rain water.
They should bloom consistently and be attractive plants both with and
without blooms. There is one exception to that. The tree peony, not
really a tree but a perennial shrub which sheds its leaves in the winter,
may not be the most attractive planting when not in bloom, but is said
to be exceptional when in bloom. (Peony trees grow to from 3 to 6 feet
tall as a rule, but good stock can reach as high as 10 feet.)

This year the Biggers have available 58 varieties of peonies, in
cluding those Myron has developed himself and those he considers the
better of the peonies on the market. Having enjoyed peonies grown by
the Biggers at times throughout the last 14 or 15 years, I never cease
to be amazed that peonies grow in such variety and spectacular beau
ty.

When interviewing Myron for this story he mentioned a number of
other peonies, which he especially liked for various reasons, in addition
to those discussed earlier. Of the hybrids, he considers Red Charm a
good, down-to-earth variety a variety which isn't on his own list at
this time. A small unusual hard-to-grow variety is a Fern-Leaf peony.

Among other varieties he mentioned were Carrara, a white
Japanese variety named after Italian marble; the Jayhawker, a pink
peony he named before he knew about Kansas University; Sparkling
Star, a dark pink single; Candy Heart, a white with red spots; Pink
Cameo, a late blooming light pink; Meadow Lark, a pink Japanese
variety with a yellow center; Westerner, a pink Japanese with a big
center; Miss Dainty, an old sweet scented pink; Plainsman, one of his
own white; Myrtle Gentry, the sweetest smelling of the peonies, a
white semi-double with pollen in the center; Jean Bockstoce, an early
black-red hybrid; Dandy Dan, a dark red hybrid; Ella Christianson,
one of Annie Bigger's favorites, a pink; Oriental Gold, one of the few
gold colored peonies which stays yellow without fading; and
Tecumseh, a red named by a dentist in Washington, D.C., who names
all of his peonies after Indian chiefs.

Thinking about it now, my husband's probably lucky it isn't plant
ing season for peonies right now. When I came home from the Biggers,
I immediately made out my "must" list of peonies I really want next
fall. By fall, I'll either get too involved in something else to get the
roots or will have cut the list to a more realistic size.

As I've traveled across Kansas, I've seen many peony bushes I'm
sure have been growing in that same spot for 40 to 50 years or longer.
They're still beautiful in full bloom; however, I haven't seen many of
the newer varieties. Some are really spectacular and could add a spot
of beauty to your farm landscape and be something many would enjoy
for years to come.

And should you happen to be driving in the Topeka area and pull
up behind a car with the license, PEONY, you'll know right away
you're driving behind Myron D. Bigger, Mr. Peony, flower farmer and
breeder.



TOUGH FLOWERS READY FOR HOLIDAY
by Steve Swartz, Staff Writer

Topeka State Journal May 21, 1979

Just about everyone knows what a peony is and that it is a popular
flower at this time of year for decorating graves on Memorial Day.

But did you know it is native to Siberia? That it can withstand
wintertime temperatures of 90 degrees below zero? That there are
5,000 or so varieties of the flower? That it is of the buttercup family?

If these facts are new knowledge to you, they're certainly not to
Myron Bigger, 77, owner of Bigger Peony Farm, 201 N. Rice, since
1928.

Since the peony, a large red, pink, white, yellow, or purple flower,
is a traditional Memorial Day flower, this is just about the busiest
time of the year for Bigger and his wife, Annie. Bigger expects to sell
500 to 800 dozen peonies from his half-acre tract this week. The
Memorial Day observance is Monday. His entire crop is already sold.

At one time, Bigger grew 10 acres of peonies which yielded 6,000
to 8,000 dozen of the hardy flowers.

Bigger said this year's crop is a little behind schedule because of
the cool weather this spring. The plants need 80-degree weather to be
in bloom by Memorial Day, he said.

Bigger said the peony is native to Siberia, Manchuria, and Outer
Mongolia, which bears testimony to the flower's toughness.

"If it wasn't cold, they wouldn't know what to do," he said.

The flower was taken to Europe in the 1600's and early settlers
brought them to the United States, Bigger said. By 1850, thousands of
the plants were being shipped to this country from England and
France.

Any plant which can survive winters in Siberia can probably take
care of itself, as is the case with the peony.

"You can have a peony in one place for 50 years," he said. "I've
got plants that are 20 years old now."

It requires no replanting in the spring and does not have to be cut
back in the summer or fall. "It will take care of itself completely," Big
ger said.

"They'll bloom in spite of mankind, I believe."
Although the plants are virtually self-sustaining, Bigger does not

just sit back and watch them grow. He said he is kept busy in April,
May, and June with flowering plants and in September, October, and
November he keeps busy separating and selling roots. Selling roots is
at least as profitable as selling the flowers, he .said.

If you have peonies and are wondering how soon you can cut them
and still have blooming flowers, Bigger said he won't cut until the- 35 -



buds are the size of marshmallows and are beginning to open up. Any
sooner and they probably won't open up, he said.

In all his years of growing peonies, Bigger has lost only three
crops, two to frost and one to hail. Bigger said peonies can survive late
springtime temperatures of about 28 degrees.

MINNESOTA PEONY SOCIETY
Annual Exhibition, June 17-18, 1979

The cool weather and rain all through the peony budding season
and a gentle warm wind a few days before the show brought forth the
most beautiful peonies this area of Minnesota has enjoyed for many
seasons.

The flowers were large, perfect in form, and the colors exquisite,
with no trace of any fading. The true beauty of the flowers was evident
in every detail. Peonies and artistic arrangements filled the tables
down the center of the long mall. In addition to the Minnesota ex
hibitors, Charles Klehm and Son Nursery of Arlington Heights, Illi
nois, displayed beautiful specimens, including their famous "Estate
Peonies." Their award- winning and champion peony of past exhibi
tions, "Dinner Plate," and their peony "Pillow Talk" were spectacular.

The best double red and Grand Champion of the show was KAN
SAS, a gold medal peony which was a beauty in perfect form. This
peony was hybridized and introduced by Mr. Myron Bigger in 1942,
grown and exhibited by Georginia and Dick Edblom.

Peony GENE WILD, the best double light pink, was one of the
most beautiful perfect specimens, with the natural light glistening on
the soft, pale pink petals with a trace of infused crimson, a product of
Gilbert H. Wild and Son, 1956. It was grown and exhibited by Greta
Kessenich.

Another great peony on the Court of Honor that received the Blue
Rosette was MYRTLE TISCHLER, a large double dark pink. The
petals of this flower were in perfect placement and the color was
superb. This peony was introduced by the Brand Peony Farm in 1963.
It was grown and exhibited by W.G. Sindt.

Other peonies selected that were examples of perfection and
placed on the Court of Honor were the following:
Best Japanese Dignity W.G. Sindt
Best double white W.L. Gumm Georginia and Dick Edblom
Best semi-double Miss America Dr. Carl H. Klehm
Best hybrid Moonrise Greta Kessenich
Best single Sea Shell W.G. Sindt

A tree peony grown for many years before this flower was known
to gardeners in this northern midwest area received due recognition, as
it was grown by a pioneer in the culture of the tree peony in this ex
tremely cold climate. This unnamed variety has produced an abun
dance of enormous beautiful flowers every year. It is grown by Henry
Halvorson. _ oe _
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A compendium of authoritative articles
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depth. The Best of 75 Years is destined
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FROM THE OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY
1979

Do you keep your quarterly Bulletins? Not for just a year or two,
but for ten, twenty, or more? Some members keep them, but not many,
and sometimes not in number sequence. Some have made a special ef
fort to assemble a set, starting with the first proceedings in 1903. We
have had requests for single old Bulletins, some of which we could sup
ply and some of which were not available. We have also had requests
for full and complete sets. Because of years of handling Bulletins that
we do have, they have deteriorated to the point that it has not been
possible to honor such requests.

The Bulletins are a most important part of our Society. Every arti
cle is written by a knowledgeable peony grower. No one knows more
about the culture of the peony than the person that plants, digs,
divides, and observes its diseases, both causes and remedies. In addi
tion, there is the hybridizer who gives to the world new and beautiful
varieties. He may have spent years trying to achieve his certain
dream. There is the exhibitor who takes peony blooms hundreds of
miles, year after year, to exhibit at National Peony Shows, which are
held in all parts of the country. The peony has this one time to extol its
beauty, and because of this program, more people grow this beautiful
flower. All of these activities are written up and published in the
Bulletin.

As the years pass by, the old Bulletins are becoming even more
scarce. We do not have a historian. Even if we did, just how could this
information be made available to everyone? All this has been a matter
of concern for several years.

At the last Board of Directors meeting in Kingwood Center in
1978, it was decided that something must be done about these impor
tant records. Consequently, a book is being published. Even though
the contents just touch the surface of 230 Bulletins, they do sum
marize very important phases of activities over the years of the
American Peony Society.

The book will begin with the organization of the Society and will
continue with informative chapters. Although it will be called The
Best of Seventy-Five Years, we know that there is much more material
that could have been in the book. However, due to the cost of
publishing, some things had to be omitted. Even at that, the book will
be large; it will be 8^2 X 11 and over 200 pages. It will be a bound
volume with the authenticity of material taken from Bulletins that
were written by reliable people that grow and know all aspects of the
peony.

This year has been exceptionally busy. Statements were mailed as
usual in November for dues payments for the following year. Response
was very good. We enjoyed all comments and notes. Thank you for
your kind remarks. - 38 -



Because of your support, we were financially able to publish this
book. We also established a life membership fund, whereby the in
terest on the principal will pay the yearly dues .of half of our life
members of many years. This coming year we will complete this fund.

Peony roots were donated to the display" garden at Clemson
University, South Carolina, and also to a new garden designed at Cor
nell University, Ithaca, New York.

Our accumulated assets are in saving certificates at ! 8% interest.
All bills have been paid for the year. Greta M Ressenich

This has been a good year. Secretary

TECHNIQUES IN PRODUCING
PEONY SEEDLINGS

by Don Hollingsworth

Once seeds are obtained from a chosen peony cross, one wants to
have as many of them grow into plants as is possible, in order to
evaluate the results. Thus, the procedures leading to successful seed
ling production are of special importance.

The general requirements for peony seed germination have been
previously defined; see especially this Bulletin No. 191, Dec. 1968, by
Roy Pehrson, and No. 214, June 1975, also the current edition of
Peony Handbook. Experience with the new peonies in recent years
suggests further points of consideration that may be helpful.

In brief review, peonies, as compared to common crop plants, re
quire a much longer period of time before the plants appear seven
months to a year, or more, depending upon the season at which the
seeds become incorporated into a persistently moist environment. Out
of doors, when developed under full influence of the natural cycle of the
seasons, the shoots nearly always appear in early spring, no matter
when planted (sometimes not until the second spring).

Germinating peony embryos go through their developmental se
quence in concert with the temperature cycle of the seasons. They first
want a period of more or less warm and moist conditions, during which
there is little change in the outward appearance of the seeds. Once this
inner development is complete and cool soil temperatures then obtain
(as with onset of cool nights in late summer), root growth will take
place. Failing to achieve the inner development before cold weather,
the seed will lay over until the next year, not becoming ready to
emerge until the second spring, or failing entirely. After the root gets
underway, it grows rapidly and the hypocotyl will eventually extend
from the seed, exposing the shoot bud. However, complete develop
ment of the shoot cannot take place until after a cold period of suitable
duration.

The embryonic shoot bud is dormant at the outset of rooting,
possibly in a manner similar to the dormancy of buds on established
peonies, requiring a certain period of cold environment before it can- 39 -



grow normally. This cold requirement is met in the shortest time at
temperatures around 5-8 degrees Celsius (40-45 degrees F.). The cold
period proceeds, but more slowly at a few degrees above and below this
range, and possibly not at all when tissues are frozen.

Geographically, wherever the number of hours of cold temperature
are sufficient to the requirements of an otherwise viable embryo, it will
be enabled to develop into a seedling under the natural cycle of the
seasons. The amount required varies from individual to individual, ap
parently under control of genetic factors. Partly germinated embryos
which do not receive sufficient cold treatment before warm weather ob
tains will fail, because they cannot then complete shoot development.
It is the ability to control the outcome of the cold period that gives the
indoors germination procedure its special value.

Raising peony seedlings can be a relatively simple procedure,
especially when you have plenty of seeds and plant them before late
summer, under climate conditions to which the parent strain is
adapted for germination. Straight-bred seeds of the Chinese peonies
(Paeonia lactiflora cvs x P. lactiflora cvs.), for example, can usually be
grown in open field conditions and will quite commonly volunteer
around the parent plants, when seeds are allowed to fall naturally.
However, the peonies that are more wanted from seeds are not often so
reliable.

Japanese tree peonies are reported to be ertremely variable in
their germination and survival under outdoor concisions. They appear
to be quite vulnerable to winter conditions while germination is in pro
cess. On the other hand, they are sometimes seen to be disastrously set
back when transplanted while small. The indoor germination pro
cedure requires that the small seedlings be transplanted to growing
beds in early spring. What might be done to better this bleak outlook?

I am inclined to undertake one or two new trials of tree peony ger
mination out of doors, in cold frames that can be well covered for
winter protection. The difference in the two trial procedures is the time
of planting. In one, the seeds will be kept moist from the pods so that
there is no delay in early autumn warm period development. In this
trial, special care will be taken to delay the time that the soil in the
frames will freeze, maximizing the autumn period for root initiation
and cold period. The second trial will be based on storage of the seeds
for planting the following year in early summer, giving an even greater
opportunity for pre-winter development, perhaps accomplishing most
of the cold period for reduction of shoot dormancy before freezing
temperatures prevail. The seedlings of the second trial will, of course,
be delayed until the second spring after seed harvest.

Seed bed protection over winter should be designed to keep out
surface moisture and reduce overwinter freezing and thawing. Extra
insulation will be required if freeze-up is to be delayed, and it should be
applied while the soil is yet warm.

Hybrid seeds that are plentiful might also be handled in outdoor- 40 -



frames, especially if previous experience indicates that a fairly high
proportion of the seeds are capable of germination.

Rare seeds of unknown germination potential are prime can
didates for the indoor, controlled germination procedure. However, un
til one develops confidence in the procedure, it will be instructive to
observe a measure of every peony type available under this method.
The seed lots take up little space in the plastic bags of moist ver-
miculite and are conveniently available for close observation. The only
special equipment necessary is a refrigerator for the cold treatment
and one or more thermometers by which to check that the desired
temperatures are being achieved.

There is one potential hazard of the controlled germination pro
cedure which merits additional discussion. This is the threat of
spreading decay among the seeds within a bag. Germinating seeds re
quire oxygen for their metabolic processes, as their stored food is con
verted to materials for growth. Normally, a sufficient amount of oxy
gen exchanges through the thin polyethylene of the plastic bags.
However, dead seeds in the bags are likely to become infested with
oxygen-consuming micro-organisms, such as molds. When present,
molds grow very rapidly, as long as oxygen is available, tending to
deplete the supply. The space they occupy in the medium around the
dead seed may also be partly blocked from the movement of gases.
Whether or not there is a causal relationship with the presence of the
mold, superficial evidence suggests that a healthy seed which gets sur-
rounded by mold growth from a nearby dead seed is more likely to also
fail than seeds farther away. (Dead seeds are distinguishable because
their seed coats take on a dull look, while healthy seeds retain their
luster.)

Thus, seed bags should be inspected frequently. Any deteriorating
seeds should be removed and the vermiculite replaced, if the condition
seems to warrant the change. This cleanup procedure may be especial
ly important in seed lots of crosses that produce an unusually high pro
portion of non-viable seeds on which the molds can establish. Some of
my observations lead to the speculation that different crosses vary in
the extent to which deteriorating seeds are found and the rate at which
other seeds in the lot seem to become involved. This may reflect a
genetic variability in the tolerance of oxygen depletion.

Considering the foregoing, a prudent precaution to take is to ar
range seed bags loosely so that as much as possible of each bag surface
is exposed to the air for gas exchange. Also, be sure to use
polyethylene bags. I have heard that the material of which Saran type
plastic films are made is not suitable to contain living plant material.

Once seeds are germinated, it is desirable to have the seedlings
grow rapidly and to hold the labor requirement for their care to a
reasonable minimum. There are some things to be done in preparation
of beds for planting. Disease and pest control should be considered.- 41 -



Damping off diseases may be the most prevalent problem, due to close
spacing and the usual need to re-use the same beds year after year.
Weeds can also get out of hand. Once beds are infested with quack
grass stolons or weed seeds, manual weeding .can become a burden.
Sterilization of the beds should be considered before they are prepared
for planting. If not sterilized, then a fungicide, such as Terrachlo may
be used with some benefit for the prevention of damping off diseases.

Internal drainage of the beds must be good. Since the sides of the
frame will contain the surface water, excessive amounts will pass
through the soil during rainy seasons. Soil nutrients will be leached
out rapidly and should be replaced in some manner. This might be
done through use of a slow release fertilizer on the surface, combined
with foliar feeding, using a fertilizer containing micro-nutrients. Lime
should be incorporated into the soil ahead of planting.

Once a breeding strain has been advanced in its development to
the extent that breeding uniformity is attained, one should hope to
have re-established the qualities which will make field planting of
seeds successful. Field planting might then be the optimum choice for
seedling production, for it enables rearing large numbers with less
labor. However, until this point is reached in the breeding program,
seedling production control procedures that are more labor intensive
will be beneficial, in some cases almost absolutely necessary, if the
projects to proves, TREE

Potted plants in bud and bloom are very desirable merchandise. We have
been working on these ideas for several years, and have learned that the Tree
Peony can be grown for a maximum of two years in a container without con
stant care. Plastic and other nonporous containers cannot be used except with
extra care. The old standby clay pot also produced satisfactory results. A one-
year-old graft (full root) potted in late fall grows into an excellent plant by the
following September, setting buds and can be moved into a new permanent
location with no loss of vitality; over 90% of these plants produce from one to
three full-size blooms. The potting media should be gritty and heavily fortified
with phosphates. The plants after potting should be buried at least 4 inches
below the graft, the top two inches can be sharp sand which provides excellent
mulch to prevent weed growth and appears neat and clean at the surface. A
two-year-old potgrown plant is excellent material for the development of tree
peony gardens on private grounds as well as in public parks.

Later plants, which are invariably older plants, have been used to create
immediate effects. These plants, carefully dug and balled protected with
burlap, have responded splendidly on occasion, however the dry root stock re
quires extra time to become established unless much of the topgrowth is
removed. When the topgrowth is severely cut back, the bare-root older plants
do respond very satisfactorily. Fall planting of bare-root plants has produced
spectacular effects immediately, flowering surprisingly well, producing full-
sized blooms perfect in every detail. These plants then would be considerably
ahead three years hence over their non-cutback counterparts.

Marinus Vander Pol, Authority on the tree peony, Bulletin March 1960 #156
Excerpt taken from a paper presented at the 8th Annual Short Course, Conn.,

Nurserymen's Association at Storrs, Conn., on Jan. 20, 1960.- 42 -



RST EDITION ....PEONIES
A HISTORY OF PEONIES AND THEIR ORIGINATIONS
npiled and edited by Greta M. Kessenich in cooperation with the

nomenclature committee of the American Pemy Society
In Three Parts

2.

m- - i

I. VARIETY CHECKLIST
Based on a list compiled and edited by
Mr. & Mrs. Byron Gist, completed in 1956,
and. kept on file at Kingwood Center, Mans
field, Ohio.

REGISTERED PEONIES
Compiled and edited by Greta M. Kessenich
from bulletins of the American Peony Society.
All varieties registered with the American
Peony Society are listed.

INTRODUCERS OF PEONIES AND THEIR
PRODUCTIONS

Peony varieties listed by growers and de
velopers with emphasis on information pro
vided by George W. Peyton during the years
he was secretary and editor.

5,000 INDIVIDUAL ENTRIES
Peony growers who have had to rely on
fragmented sources for tracking down
peony varieties and their origins can now
avail themselves of this magnificent work

a spiral bound, 9x12 inch book which
lists and presents a capsule history of all
varieties in commerce. It is the result of a
monumental research, compilation and
editing effor tby Greta Kessenich and the
nomenclature committee consisting of
three American Peony Society past presi
dents: Roy G. Klehm, Marvin C. Karrels,
and Clarence O. Lienau.

ORDER YOUR FIRST EDITION COPY NOW!
You'll enjoy this fine companion to your interest in peonies and will refer
to it many times during the -course of your peony gardening activity.
It bears a beautiful color cover, contains 162 pages and is printed on
fine stock. Cover and all artwork contained inside is the work of artist
Joseph F. Kuczek. Price per copy $10.00

American Peony Society

250 Interlachen Road

Hopkins, Minnesota 55343

Please send me copies of "The History of Peonies and
Their Originations" at $10.00 per copy for which I enclose $



TREE PEONY ARTICLES
Neville Harrop

17 Auvergne Ave., Newtown, Tasmania, Australia 7008

Vagaries of human nature! How often when reading articles must
the novice be caught in the trap of interpreting the word "peony" to
mean both herbaceous and tree? A word of warning. Don't! So often,
even in such illustrious bulletins as ours, one must, as a novice, be
careful not to be caught.

In my experience, the author who writes instructions on the plant
ing and propagation of peonies as often as not means herbaceous
peonies, but the tree peony grower invariably qualifies it by writing
about tree peonies. This may be because the tree peony is considered
so superior that there is a reluctance to be grouped collectively.

When very much a novice, I read and fully digested an article on
planting peonies and very carefully planted my first twenty tree
peonies exactly four inches below the ground level to the root mass and
about three feet apart. I even went to the extent of allowing the ground
to settle for three months in order that the plants did not actually sink
below this level. This, of course, I now realize to be significant for her
baceous peonies, but is not related to tree peonies.

Regarding the tree peony, I find that with the plants which may
only have about three inches of top growth, if planted deeply (that is,
six inches deep to the graft, the graft then covered with two inches of
soil and the remaining four inches to ground level filled with
granulated charcoal), the plant has a greater tendency to bush.

Note place a tin can with top and bottom removed over the plant
after filling with two inches of soil, then filling the can with four inches
of charcoal before heaping the soil around it. If a more developed plant
is obtained with a 14-inch top growth, plant to a depth where only half
of the top growth is above ground level. You will find that adventitious
rooting takes place from the length of the buried stems, both encourag
ing bushing and also discouraging growth of the herbaceous stock root
which we hope will eventually die and be replaced by the new root
system.

In case I fall into the very type of trap that I'm warning others
against, it should be pointed out that where I live, the ground rarely, if
ever, freezes, and then only overnight. With this in mind, perhaps my
findings on depth of planting could be qualified for the United States.

Regarding the size of the hole for tree peonies, there are various
thoughts. I dug 150 holes three feet across by three feet deep, where
there was 10 inches of top soil, eight inches of yellow clay, and then 18
inches of mud stone which had to be broken up with a heavy steel bar
before removal. Then for drainage each hole was joined together with a
trench three feet deep. The bottom six inches was filled with gravel
and sand, and the remainder with good heavy soil, well rotted com- 44 -



post, and three handfuls of superphosphate.
Note the sides of the hole should be vertical and the bottom flat

to facilitate drainage. At the end of that summer I was fit as a flea, as
you can well imagine.

It is interesting to note that after only three years, when I moved
Souvenir de Maxime Cornu, the feeder roots had spread to a four-foot
diameter and had penetrated down nearly as far as the sand. If they
can advance that far in three years, then the hole was certainly not too
big.

FIFTH DISTRICT PEONY EXHIBITION
The Milwaukee Journal, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, June 16-17, 1979

Grand Champion and best of the show Dinner Plate
Roy Klehm

Best double white Gardenia Marvin Karrels
Best double blush Annisquam Marvin Karrels
Best double dark pink Princess Margaret Marvin Karrels
Best red double Kansas Marvin Karrels
Best Bomb Berle Crockett Marvin Karrels
Best Semi-double Liebchen Marvin Karrels
Best Japanese Commanche Marvin Karrels
Best Single L'Etincelante Clarence Lienau
Best Japanese hybrid Walter Mains Clarence Lienau
Best Semi-double hybrid Fire Belle Clarence Lienau
Best Double hybrid Carol Joe Glocka
Best Tree Souvenir De Maxime Cornu Roy Klehm
Best Extra Selection Bowl of Cream Chuck Klehm
DIVISION I. OPEN TO ALL EXHIBITORS.
Class 101 Twenty varieties, won by Chuck Klehm

"We had a very fine show. Many of the peonies were the largest
and best formed that I have ever seen. The colors were extra clear, no
fading. The cool weather with so many cloudy days favored the large
size and the color retention. The extra large size of many were especial
ly noticeable. In my garden, PRINCESS MARGARET was ll1^
inches in diameter, NORMA VOLZ was at her best, and MADYLONE
was superb. It was a day late for the show and the finest peony in my
garden this year.

"Dr. Reath had a very fine collection of tree peonies, some
beautiful seedlings. Roger Anderson of Ft. Atkinson, Wisconsin, had a
fine display of seedlings."

Marvin C. Karrels
President of the Fifth District- 45 -



Milwaukee Journal Photo
Fifth District show, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, June 15-16.



Milwaukee Journal Photo

Judging, Joe Glocka and clerk; Dr. Reath in the background.



IN MEMORIAM
WALTER MARX

Allan Rogers, Sherwood, Oregon

Walter Marx, retired nurseryman of Boring, Oregon, died of a
massive coronary attack in Honolulu, Hawaii, on December 1, 1978.

He founded Walter Marx Gardens in 1946 and is well known for
his hybridizing work with Higo (Japanese) iris and his introductions of
his own strain of this iris, known as the Marhigo strain. In addition to
this strain of iris, he hybridized and introduced peonies, daylilies, and
tall bearded iris.

Varieties of Marx Marhigo iris and daylilies were planted and ex
hibited at the International Garden Show in Hamburg, Germany. He
received awards on plants and blooms in 1963, 1964, and 1965.

Marx was born in Portland, Oregon, in 1908 and lived in The
Dalles, Oregon, until 1942, when he moved to Boring, Oregon, with his
family. In addition to his wife Louise, he is survived by a son, Richard,
of Oregon City, Oregon, and a daughter, Anne Adrian, of Sacramento,
California.

RECORD OF THE TREE PEONIES OF LOYANG
by Chou Shih-hou (fl. 1050)

The first, and complete translation from the original Chinese by John
Marney, Associate Professor of Chinese, Oakland University.

Translator's Introduction:
Very little is known about the Sung dynasty official Chou Shih-

hou. He has a brief four-line biography in a relatively obscure text in a
similarly obscure compilation. This tells us that he passed the imperial
metropolitan examination in 1053, and thereafter was commissioned
as a district magistrate. Nevertheless, this early descriptive catalogue
of tree peonies, midway between the more contemplative treatises of
Ou-yang Hsiu and Lu Yu (American Peony Society Bulletins 229 and
230) confirms the lively interest in these flowers and their
multitudinous varieties shown by courtier and commoner alike in
medieval China.

Varieties of Tree Peonies:
The YAO YELLOW is thousand-petaled, and has yellow flowers.

The color is extremely fresh and pure, and of a fine, piercing brilliance.
It has a deep purple stamen-cluster [lit. "sandalwood heart"]. Near the
"jar" the green "turning heart" takes on the color of the "jar." [These
technical terms for parts of the flower can only be guessed at until
verified from some contemporaneous illustrated encylopedia. For now,
I give literal renderings.] In bloom it may reach eight or nine inches or
so across. The flower originated at Mr. Yao's household, on the White
Ssu-ma Slope below North Mang Mountain [modern Loyang district in



Honan province. This agrees with Ou-yang Hsiu's record]. Nowadays,
although a great number of grafts are spread among the famous
gardens of the Lo area, only those north of the river flower every year,
and even then for the most part they form thousand-petals every other
year. In between years they are all single-petaled or multi-petaled.
South of the river in general they form thousand-petals once every
several years. However, these do not come up to the fullnes of those
north of the river.

Those originating in the mountains are suitably tall, but the heavi
ly fertilized ground near the city is not their element. They are last to
flower, after all other flowers are stripped, and before the herbaceous
peonies have opened. The color is extremely beautiful and of lofty puri
ty. In the fullness of bloom, they are particularly different from other
flowers and so the Lo folk value them and call them the "King of
Flowers." Inside the city, they do not exceed some three or four sprays
a year. The city folk, men and women, invariably empty the city going
to view them; country folk, supporting the old and leading the
young.do not consider a thousand li too far [a common quotation from
the Confucian canon, the Mencius], Such is the esteem in which this
season is held.

BETTER-THAN-YAO YELLOW and CHIN YELLOW are
thousand-petaled and have yellow flowers. They have a deep purple
stamen-cluster. In bloom it may reach some eight or nine inches
across. Although the color is deeper than the YAO, its fine brilliance is
not easily bettered. However, they flower every year and so the Lo folk
esteem them. They originated in the Chin family's garden and so de
rived their names from this surname. Both precede the YAO
YELLOW. The esteem shown them by the Lo folk does not diminish
the YAO flower, but their fresh purity does not come up to the YAO,
and they are not distinguished by the "green heart." They can come
second to the YAO and above the TAN PROVINCE YELLOW.

The NIU FAMILY YELLOW is also thousand-petaled and has
yellow flowers. It appeared prior to the YAO YELLOW, and so is the
latter's ancestor. Its color has red interspersed with yellow, akin to the
ONE PINCH RED when it first opens. The Chen-tsung emperor [r

.

998-1022] conducted a ceremony at Fen-yin, and on his return lodged
at the Shu-ching Pavilion to enjoy the flowers and to feast his retinue.

A native of Loyang, a Mr. Niu, presented this flower and thereafter
people called it the NIU FLOWER. However, its color is paler than the
YAO YELLOW, and carries a faint red. Its grade should be below that
of the YAO and CHIN.

THOUSAND-HEART YELLOW is thousand-petaled and has
yellow flowers. In general it is akin to the TAN PROVINCE
YELLOW, but near the "jar" the "fragment-stamen"
becomesespecially flourishing, differing from other flowers. Thus it is

called THOUSAND-HEART YELLOW.
The LIQUORICE-ROOT YELLOW is thousand-petaled and has- 49 -



yellow flowers. It has a red stamen-cluster and the color is slightly
paler than the YAO YELLOW. Thus it is comparable to the NIU and
TAN. When its flowers first appeared they were mostly single-petaled.
Nowadays, in famous gardens, where they are banked up, they flourish
and become thousand-petaled.

The TAN PROVINCE YELLOW is thousand-petaled and has
yellow flowers. Its color is paler than the CHIN but deeper than the
LIQUORICE-ROOT YELLOW. It has stamen-clusters of deep red as
large as half a petal. When the flower first appeared it was originally
multi-petaled. Now, a famous garden makes cuttings and graftings
and selects the right ground, and here and there they form thousand-
petals. However, they do not succeed every year.

The MIN YELLOW is thousand-petaled and has yellow flowers.
Its color is akin to the LIQUORICE-ROOT YELLOW, but it has no
stamen-cluster. It came from the garden of a Mr. Min and so derived
its name. Its grade is comparable to the LIQUORICE-ROOT
YELLOW.

The NU-CHEN YELLOW [i.e., the Nuchen, or Juchen Tartars of
the Chin dynasty, 1115-1235] is thousand-petaled and has pale yellow-
colored flowers. It appeared during the Yuan-feng period [1078-1085,
in the reign of the Shen-tsung emperor of Sung] in the garden of a Mr.
silver [smith?] Li of Loyang. Li thought it rare and presented it to the
ta-yin officer Lu kung [i.e., Wen Yen-po, who held high national office,
died at the age of ninety-one, in 1097, and was enfeoffed as Lu Kuo-
kung], who admired it and decreed that its name be called NU-CHEN
YELLOW. In bloom it may reach some eight or nine inches across. Its
color is akin to the TAN PROVINCE YELLOW, but it carries a faint
red. It is warm and rich and equally glorious. Its shape and color are
firmly upright, akin to the LIU SHIH'S ROOM, but yellow. None of
the famous gardens have it yet, but it is also comparable with the
LIQUORICE-ROOT YELLOW.

SILK-STRAND-HEADED YELLOW is thousand-petaled and
has yellow flowers. Its color is akin to the TAN PROVINCE
YELLOW. On the exterior it has large petals like dishes; the interior
has "fragment petals," which, at budding, divide into a hundred or
more. The heart of the "fragment petals" has several scores of yellow
silk strands, whose stems thrust upwards, and particularly stand out
higher than the flower petals. Thus it is catalogued as SILK-
STRAND-HEADED YELLOW. Only in the monks' quarters of the
T'ien-wang [Heavenly King] Temple was one root particularly splen
did. Other gardens do not have it yet.

IMPERIAL-ROBES YELLOW is thousand-petaled and has
yellow flowers. The color and the full bloom are generally akin to the
NU-CHEN YELLOW. During the Yuan-feng period, in the Shen-yu
[Divine Imperial] flower garden of the Ying-t'ien [Responding-to-
Heaven] [temple] Hall, there were planted several hundred MOUN- 50 -



TAIN BAMBOO and suddenly among them there mutated this
species. Thus it was catalogued as IMPERIAL-ROBES YELLOW.

HIGHEST CANDIDATE RED is thousand-petaled and is deep
red in color, akin to cinnabar, but paler. The tips of the petals are
slightly paler but towards the calyx it becomes gradually deeper. It
has a purple stamen-cluster. In bloom it may reach some seven or eight
inches across. The color is extremely beautiful and especially stands
apart above all other flowers. Thus the Lo folk call it HIGHEST CAN
DIDATE. The pity is that in bloom it is somewhat smaller than the
WEI FLOWER, but it is deeper in color by far. The flower came from a
Mr. Chang's household at the An-kuo [Peace to the Nation] Temple,
and only at the beginning of the Hsi-ning period [1068-1077, during the
reign of the Shen-tsung emperor of Sung] did it come into existence. It
was popularly called CHANG THE EIGHTH FLOWER. Now it is
very commonly listed in all the catalogues and is extremely
flourishing. It appears in the Dragon Year [i.e., every twelve years],
which makes it even more valuable.

The WEI FLOWER is thousand-petaled and has carmine [flesh;
red] flowers. It originated in the garden of the minister Wei Jen-p'u of
the Chin [i.e., Wei, fl. mid tenth century, served the Later Chin dynas
ty, which lasted from 936 to 944; and became prime minister under the
emperor Shih-tsung, r. 947-950, of the Liao Khitan Tartar dynasty of
907-1119]. Nowadays it is extremely popular and flourishing. Its
petals are most profuse and dense. Someone once counted them and
there were more than seven hundred petals. Its face is as large as a
dish. The interior piled-up "fragment petals" thrust up in a perfect
sphere like the shape of a covered goblet, and in bloom it reaches some
eight or nine inches across. Its flower is uprightly beautiful, fine and
handsome, lustrous and pure, differing from the heart of other flowers.
The Lo folk call the YAO YELLOW the king and the WEI FLOWER
the queen truly a splendid judgment! In recent years, two varieties,
the BETTER-THAN-WEI and CITY'S BEST have appeared from it.
The BETTER-THAN-WEI is like the WEI FLOWER but slightly
deeper; the CITY'S BEST is like the WEI FLOWER but rather larger,
and the petals carry a slight reddish-purple color. Both varieties may
be considered to be mutations from the WEI FLOWER. Mutations
from the [WEI FLOWER] seeds [hybrids] producing red flower strains
are BETTER-THAN-WEI; hybrids producing the purple flower strain
are called CITY'S BEST. [Lit., that which is lodged in the purple
flower root, its seeds mutate and become CITY'S BEST]

AUSPICIOUS CLOUDS RED is thousand-petaled and has car
mine flowers. In bloom it measures more than a foot across. Its color is
akin to the WEI FLOWER but slightly deeper. However, the "frag
ment petals" are larger and not as profuse and dense as the WEI
FLOWER. The petal tips are slightly curved like the shape of clouds,
and thus it is catalogued as AUSPICIOUS CLOUDS. However, it
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alternates with the WEI FLOWER in its flourishing or decline: when
the WEI FLOWER proliferates, then the AUSPICIOUS CLOUDS
are few; when the AUSPICIOUS CLOUDS proliferate, then the WEI
FLOWER is few. How strange that grasses and trees should also be
jealous of each other and not appear together!

The MOUNT YUEH RED is thousand-petaled and has carmine
flowers. It originated in Sung-Yuen [to the southeast of Loyang] and
so derived its name. Its color is deeper than the AUSPICIOUS
CLOUDS but paler than the HIGHEST CANDIDATE RED. It has a
purple stamen-cluster, and is fresh and pure and lovable. The lips of
the petals are slightly paler, gradually becoming deeper near the calyx.
In bloom it may reach eight or nine inches across.

INTERSPERSED GOLD is thousand-petaled and has red flowers.
It carries a faint purple and is akin to the GOLDEN WAIST-GIRDLE.
In bloom it may reach some eight or nine inches across. Interspersed
among the petals are yellow stamen, and thus it is catalogued as IN
TERSPERSED GOLD. Its flowers are mutations of the LARGE
YELLOW STAMEN.

The GOLDEN WAIST-GIRDLE is thousand-petaled and has
yellow flowers. It is akin to the INTERSPERSED GOLD, but without
stamen. On each petal is a gold line running across half the flower, and
so it is catalogued as GOLDEN WAIST-GIRDLE. The flower
originated in the Kou-shih Mountains [in modern Honan province].

ONE PINCH RED is thousand-petaled and has pink flowers. It
has a stamen-cluster. Each petal tip has a deep red spot as though a
beautiful girl had pinched it with a rouged finger, and so it is called
ONE PINCH RED. However, in bloom it is rather small, some seven
or eight inches across. When it first opens it is mostly green, but
bursting into flower it changes to red.

NINE CALYX RED is thousand-petaled and has pink flowers.
The stalks and petals are extremely tall and large. In the buds [seed
pods?] there are nine double green calyx, and before it has opened, this
bud is entirely different from that of other flowers. When the flowers
open, they are invariably green at first, but after being open several
days they turn red. Many of the flower petals are wrinkled, akin to the
jou plant [Lit. soft, pliant grass], but many do not succeed. If one does
come to flower, in bloom it reaches a full foot across.

LIU SHIH'S ROOM is thousand-petaled and has pale red flowers.
In bloom it may reach some eight or nine inches across, but there is no
stamen-cluster. It originated in Changan, beneath the [upstairs] room
of a Mr. Liu's wife, Ni, and thus derived its name. It carries a faint
reddish-yellow color, like the flesh of a beautiful girl. However, its
lustrously white, warm and rich flowers are also noble and upright.
But it does not often bloom, and only once every several years does one
see its flowers.
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[Translator's note: ko "upstairs room," "women's apartments" is
homophonous with ko "song." It is possible that the "song" of LIU
SHIH'S SONG in Lu Yu's "Register" (A.P.S. Bulletin No. 230, p. 28)
is a confusion with this "room." The "white" {pai) here describing red
flowers probably merely means "pale"; however, I reserve "pale" con
sistently for the word tan "weak," "insipid" (as of liquids).]

The SHOU-AN has two varieties, both of which are thousand-
petaled and have carmine flowers. It comes from the Embroidered
Screen Mountains of Shou-an district [modern Honan province]. Its
color is similar to the WEI FLOWER, but lighter and paler. The petals
of one variety are larger, but in bloom it is not large, and so it is called
the LARGE PETAL SHOU-AN. The petals of the other variety are
fine, and so it is called the FINE PETAL SHOU-AN. [Ou-yang Hsiu
says COARSE PETAL SHOU-AN. Translator.]

WASHED-AWAY MAKE-UP RED is thousand-petaled and has
carmine flowers. During the Yuan-feng period, it suddenly grew
among the mountain bamboo in silver-Li's garden. In general, it is
similar to the SHOU-AN, with some slight difference. Mr. Liu Po-shou
noticed it and admired it, and said it was like a beautiful wife who had
washed off her make-up so that her natural skin-color could be seen. It
is lustrous and pure, rich and warm. Thus was decreed its present
name. Its grade is comparable to the SHOU-AN and LIU SHIH'S
ROOM.

CRINKLED GOLDEN BALL is thousand-petaled and has pale
red flowers. Its color is akin to the INTERSPERSED GOLD, but the
petal tips are crinkled and intermittently interspersed with yellow
edges. Thus it derives its name. However, its origins are unknown.
These days the An-sheng temple and all the gardens have it.

SPRING EXCURSION BALL is thousand-petaled and has car
mine flowers. It opens before the Grain Rains [c. April 20-May 4] next
after the ONE HUNDRED AND FIVE. Thus it is called SPRING EX
CURSION BALL [i.e., an excursion into the countryside in the early
springtime]. In general, its flowers are akin to the SHOU-AN RED,
and it derives its current name from its early blooming.

TWO COLORS RED is thousand-petaled and has red flowers.
During the Yuan-feng period it appeared in silver-Li's garden. The
stalks on a single graft divide and produce two colors, one pale, one
deep. The deep color is akin to the INTERSPERSED GOLD; the pale
is akin to the AUSPICIOUS CLOUDS. At first it was thought that
there were two grafts, but on closer inspection it turned out to be a
single stem [or root]. How can it be that in the unity of a single essence
there be the disparity of pale and deep, thick and thin! The ta-yin of
ficer, Lu kung, saw it and considered it a precious rarity, and gave it
its current name.

CRINKLED GOLDEN TOWER is thousand-petaled and has red
flowers. It is akin to the GOLDEN WAIST-GIRDLE. Beneath, it has- 53 -



large petals like dishes. In the middle of the dish, the "fragment
petals" are profuse and dense and thrust upwards, but perfectly round
and taller than other flowers. The "fragment petals" are crinkled and
mutually basted together, and have yellow stamen interspersed
among them. However, the number of petals does not come up to the
WEI FLOWER. In the Yuan-feng period it grew in a Mr. Yuan's
garden.

FRAGMENTED GOLD RED is thousand-petaled and has pink
flowers. Its color is akin to the INTERSPERSED GOLD, and on each
petal there are a number of yellow dots as large as chestnuts. Thus it is
called FRAGMENTED GOLD RED.

MOUNT YUEH RED TOWER is thousand-petaled and has pink
flowers. It originated in K'uai-chi [modern Chekiang province], and it
is not known how it reached the Lo area. Near the heart there are
several scores of long petals thrust upwards in a special standing at
titude, akin to the DOUBLE DAIS LOTUS, hence its "tower"
nomenclature.

VERMILION CLOUDS RED is thousand-petaled and has red
flowers. It is akin to the HIGHEST CANDIDATE RED, and carries a
faint purplish-red. In bloom, large ones are about a full foot across. The
lips of the flower are slightly whiter, and towards the calyx it gradual
ly becomes deeper. In the stamen-cluster all is white and lustrous, akin
to the flowers of the IMPERIAL ROBES. It originated in the Fu-yen
Temple of Moon-waves Embankment. Ssu-ma [Kuang, 1019-1086, a
great statesman, scholar, and historian of the Sung dynasty] saw it
and admired it and called it VERMILION CLOUDS RED.

REVOLVING BRANCH RED is thousand-petaled and has red
flowers. It forms thousand-petals every other year. If this year its
southern branches are thousand-petaled, then the northern branches
are multi-petaled; and next year the northern branches are thousand-
petaled, and the southern branches are multi-petaled. Each year they
alternate and so it is called REVOLVING BRANCH RED. Its flowers
are in general akin to the SHOU-AN.

PURPLE-POWDERED TURNING-HEART is thousand-petaled
and has pink flowers. On the exterior are a dozen or so large petals,
heavy as dishes. In the dish there are some hundred "fragment petals"
which bud outside the "jar heart" like the TURNING-HEART her
baceous peony. However, above there are several scores of purple
powdered stalks rising higher above the level of the "fragment
petals." Thus it is called PURPLE-POWDERED TURNING-
HEART. During the Yuan-feng period it grew in silver-Li's garden.

RICH AND HONORED RED, NOT DIZZY RED, LONG-LIFE
MAKE-UP RED, and JADE DISH MAKE-UP are all thousand-
petaled and have pink flowers. In general, they are akin to the SHOU-
AN, with little difference. The RICH AND HONORED RED's color is
deeper, but it carries a purplish red color. NOT DIZZY RED is second- 54 -



to it; and the LONG-LIFE MAKE-UP RED is also second to it. The
JADE DISH MAKE-UP is the lightest and palest. The large petals
are slightly whitish, and the "fragment petals" are pink, and thus it
derives its JADE DISH MAKE-UP nomenclature.

DOUBLE-HEADED RED and DOUBLE-HEADED PURPLE are
both thousand-petaled. Both flowers have paired roots and grow like a
saddle without being connected to each other. Only the Divine Im
perial Flower-garden of the Responding-to-Heaven [temple] Hall has
them. They also produce multi-petaled varieties. When the location is
rich or barren, then there occurs mutation to multi-petal. If banked up
and supported by the earth's power, then there will be five flowerings.
However, the more the blooms, the smaller become the flowers.

The TSO PURPLE is thousand-petaled and has purple flowers.
The color is deeper than the AN-SHENG. However, the petal tips are
faintly whitish and they gradually deepen towards the calyx. It
thrusts up a perfect sphere, akin to the WEI FLOWER. In bloom it
may measure some eight or nine inches across. Large ones reach a full
foot across. This flower is the very first to come out. At the beginning
of the dynasty [the Sung began in 960] it grew at the household of the
powerful Tso family. Nowadays, although there are many who cir
culate its grafts in the Lo area, it is nevertheless hard to obtain the real
thing. For the most part they are REVOLVING BRANCH and do not
form thousand-petals. Only in the Mi-to Hall of the Ch'ang-shou
[Long-Life] Temple was there a particularly fine stem which succeeds
every year. What old catalogues call the TSO PURPLE is in fact the
EVEN-HEADED PURPLE, which is like a bowl, but flat, and not like
the profuse and dense and perfectly spherical TSO PURPLE, which is
diametrically different.

The PURPLE EMBROIDERED BALL is thousand-petaled and
has purple flowers. The color is deep and lustrous and glossy. The
petals are dense and form a perfect sphere, hence its name PURPLE
EMBROIDERED BALL. However, it is hard to get to see its flowers.
In general, it is said to be akin to the TSO PURPLE, but the petal tips
are white, unlike the white lips of the TSO PURPLE. Compared with
the CH'EN PROVINCE PURPLE and the YUAN FAMILY PUR
PLE, there is very little difference.

The AN-SHENG PURPLE has purple flowers. In bloom it reaches
more than a foot across. It originated in the city [Loyang], at the
Thousand-Petal An-sheng [temple] Hall and so derived its name. In re
cent years it has been hard to get the TSO PURPLE and the PURPLE
EMBROIDERED BALL to flower, and only the AN-SHENG PUR
PLE and the GREAT SUNG PURPLE have been especially
flourishing and available year after year. Thus famous gardens much
circulate their grafts.

[Translator: I wonder whether the "thousand-petals" in the temple
name here has been misplaced from the description of the AN-SHENG
variety?]



The GREAT SUNG PURPLE is thousand-petaled and has purple
flowers. It originated in the garden of the powerful Li family of the
Great Sung River in Yung-ning district [modern Ssuchuan province].
Thus it is called the GREAT SUNG PURPLE. In bloom it is extreme
ly flourishing and reaches a full foot across and more. It has no peer
among other flowers for size. Its color in general is akin to the AN-
SHENG PURPLE.

The SHUN-SHENG is a thousand-petaled flower. Its color is deep,
akin to the CH'EN PROVINCE PURPLE. On each petal there are
several white strands from the lips to the calyx, and purple and white
intersperse with each other, pale and deep together. In bloom, it may
reach some eight or nine inches across. It came into existence only dur
ing the Hsi-ning period.

The CH'EN PROVINCE PURPLE and the YUAN FAMILY
PURPLE are of the same color, and are both thousand-petaled. In
general they are akin to the PURPLE EMBROIDERED BALL, but
not so perfectly spherical.

The CH IEN POOL VIOLET [translated CH'IEN POOL PUR
PLE in the Ou-yang Hsiu "Record," A.P.S. Bulletin #229, p. 39. I now
reserve "purple" for the character tzu, and here use "violet" for fei, a
dark purplish-red] was originally thousand-petaled and had violet
flowers. It has a black stamen-cluster, and the color's abundant [or
dark red] beauty has few peers among other flowers. It originated in
the Ch'ien Pool Temple in the Lung-men [Dragon Gates] Mountains
[there are many Lung-men Mountains in various provinces; this loca
tion is uncertain], which was originally the summer resort of the
premier of the Latter T'ang, Li Fan [fl. early 9th century; died at the
age of 57. This was actually during the T'ang dynasty, 618-906, not
the Latter T'ang, 923-934, as stated here]. Today, the temple monks do
not much care about these things and the flowers too do not form
thousand-petals. Although a great number of grafts are circulated
among the people, for the most part they are only multi-petaled. What
a pity!

The JADE is thousand-petaled and has white flowers. It has no
stamen-cluster. It is lustrous and pure, like jade, warm and rich, and
adorable. During the Ching-yu period [1034-1037, in the reign of the
Jen-tsung emperor of Sung, r. 1023-1063], it blossomed among the
MOUNTAIN BAMBOO of the Yuan-shang Studio. Its fine petals are
profuse and dense, akin to the WEI FLOWER, but white. Nowadays,
although large numbers of grafts are circulated in the Lo area, it is
hard to get them to flower, and they do not form thousand-petals every
year.

JADE TOWER SPRINGTIME is thousand-petaled and has white
flowers. It is akin to the JADE STEAMED BUN, but taller, and has
the shape of a tower. During the Yuan-feng period, it grew in the Ho-
ch'ing district [modern Honan province]. Mr. Tso's household- 56 -



presented it to Lu kung, who named it JADE TOWER SPRING
TIME.

JADE STEAMED BUN is thousand-petaled and has white
flowers. It originated in Yen province and spread to Lo, where it pro
fusely flourished more than in its native Yen province. In bloom, it is
larger than the JADE. The thousand-petal tips are lustrous white and
towards the calyx they are faint red. In bloom they may be a full foot
across. Whenever they reach full bloom many of the branches droop
and it is also called PLIANT STEM FLOWER.

DEW-CATCHER RED is multi-petaled and has red flowers. Each
"spray" has two petals, and each petal near the calyx forms a "drum."
The "flower trunk" altogether has twelve [drums]. Only the petal tips
in folding and opening differ from other flowers. Underneath, fine and
elegant, they do not lean upon each other. Looking at them, they are as
though engraved and chased, and most adorable. If in the fresh of
dawn there is a heavy sweet dew to fill the "drum" its fragrance much
increases. WAVING BANNERS are generally akin to the DEW-
CATCHER PURPLE; only the color differs.

JADE TOWER RED is a multi-petaled flower. Its color is akin to
the VERMILION CLOUDS RED, but on each petal there are several
white strands as though engraved and chased. Thus it is catalogued
JADE TOWER.

ONE HUNDRED AND FIVE is thousand-petaled and has white
flowers. At the Cold Feast in the Lo area [in April], before the other
flowers have opened, this flower alone is the very first. Thus it is
especially valued.

Translator's Note:
As this vast translation project progresses, the consistency of

nomenclature and terminology in these unpunctuated tenth century
classical Chinese texts becomes more apparent. This present transla
tion attempts to present a more careful, literal rendering, wherein iden
tical terms in the original Chinese are given identical equivalents in
the English. Much needs to be done to identify the flower parts so that
precise botanical terminology may be applied. Even the colors present
some difficulty, especially the gradations of red through purple.
However, for now I list some corrigenda to the earlier translations in
the Bulletin of Ou-yang's "Record," and Lu's "Register" so that some
degree of consistency may be maintained.

Ou-yang, "Record": For "multiple petals" throughout read the
literal "thousand-petaled." For "sandalwood-heart" throughout read
"stamen-cluster" (although even this definition must be refined in
botanical terminology).

Lu, "Register," A.P.S. Bulletin #230, p. 27: "fragrant" flowers
should read "fragment" flowers. "Fragment petals" is another com
mon term, here translated literally, that needs precise definition.- 57 -



Financial Statement
June 1, 1978 - May 15, 1979

Balance on Hand June 1, 1978. .

Receipts:
Membership Dues
Advertising
Rent: Color Slides
A.P.S. Auction
Registration, Nomenclature
Contributions
Convention Miscellaneous

Publications:
Bulletins $ 70.45
Handbooks 314.95
"The Peonies" 196.55
"Peonies Outdoors and In" 44. 55
History of Peonies and their Originations

310.00

Total $ 936.50
Interest on Savings 793.03

Total Receipts $ 7,083.00

$19,133.20

Disbursements:
Publications:
Four Bulletins June, Sept., Dec, March $ 2,654.25
American Peony Society Postage 725.89
Office Supplies 75.12
Exhibitions 105.99
Printing 3,125.00
Refund 77.50
U.P. Service 13.22

Total Disbursements $ 6,776.97

Balance May 15, 1979 $12,356.23

$19,133.20

Savings Account $11,721.30

Checking Account. . .$ 634.93

Greta M. Kessenich
Secretary-Treasurer

$12,050.20

$4,104.47
362.50

40.00
279.00
495.00

5.00
67.50
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NEW "BIGGER" PEONIES FOR 1979
We are pleased to introduce the following ten new varieties of peonies.
They have been grown in our field for years and we are very well pleased
with them. The stock of each is very limited, there being only a few divi
sions of some for sale.

ACCENT (26-62) Parentage unknown.
A fragrant full rose type dark red. A very well-proportioned flower on a
thirty-inch stem with tough dark green foliage. Medium size bloom. Five
standard divisions available @ $25.00 each.

CAPITAL DOME (5-65) Parentage unknown.
An early pure white bomb type bloom on a thirty-six inch stem with
clean bright green foliage. Five standard divisions available @ $25.00
each.

CLOUD CAP (61-55) Parentage unknown.
Full rose type light pink to white medium-sized flower that is neatly
formed. Fine light green foliage on a very adequate twenty-four to thirty
inch stem. Five standard divisions available @ $25.00 each.

FRUIT BOWL (33-62) Parentage unknown.
Japanese type medium dark pink petals and lemon stamenodes. A
thirty-six inch stem. The flowers are held well above the good, clean
foliage. Withheld to increase stock.

LAVENDER LACE (22-62) Parentage unknown.
Japanese type bloom that is a nice lavender with stamenodes the same
color edged with yellow. White to green carpels. Thirty-six inch stems
with dark green foliage. Withheld to increase stock.

PASTEL GEM (18-65) Parentage unknown.
Full rose flower, a very light cream pink, beautifully sculptured. Thirty-
six inch stems and a very clean foliage. Withheld to increase stock.

SHAWNEE ROSE (74-55) (Nippon Beauty X ?)
Full double dark pink to light red with a few stamens. A very reliable
bloomer. Thirty-six inch stems with good foliage. Ten standard divisions
available @ $25.00 each.

SNOW QUEEN (3-65) (Jayhawker X ?)
Early pure white, full double with a collar of hidden stamens. Good deep
green foliage on a thirty-six inch stem. Withheld to increase stock.

STRAWBERRY RIPPLE (14-55) Parentage unknown.
Full double white with strawberry ripple shadings over the entire flower,
with few stamens. Thirty-six inch stems and good foliage. Withheld to
increase stock.
SUNNY SIDE UP (15-65) Parentage unknown.
Pure white Japanese with very heavy bright yellow stamenodes. Red-
tipped green carpels. Good green foliage on thirty-six inch stems.
Withheld to increase stock. Price list on request

MYRON D. BIGGER
201 N. RICE ROAD TOPEKA, KANSAS 66616



[ PEONIES
I HERBACEOUS HYBRID TREE
j DAYLILIES JAPANESE IRIS
I FEATURING THE WALTER MARX INTRODUCTIONS
I Send for list:
I ALAN AND DOROTHY ROGERS
I 15425 S.W. Pleasant Hill Road
i Sherwood, Oregon 97140 (503) 625-7241

"Schultz-lnstant"

V*teaspoon
per gallon
watergrows
vegetables,
flowers, roses
trees,shrubs.
lawns,every
thing for yard
& garden.

Thepatentednon-elogging"Mixerator"Yard
Gunmakesapplicationeasyon largeareas.

Available at your store or send $795 with this
ad for 5 lbs Schultz Fertilizer plus a $2.95
"Mixerator" Free (Estate Size 25 lbs with
2 "Mixerators ' $3000) Free delivery Otter
expires December31. 1979 immediateshipment
Schultz Company

Dspt.APS 11730Northllns,St. Louis, MO 83043

BOTH BOOKS $5.00 Postpaid.

THE PEONIES
John C. Wister

A most outstanding authority on both
herbaceous and tree peonies. Provides
full details on peony history, botany,
culture, hybridizing, plant illnesses and
remedies plus descriptions of today's
most popular varieties and their origi
nations.

HANDBOOK OF THE PEONY
Official Handbook of the American
Peony Society, recently edited and
published. Designed to provide infor
mational basics on all peony subjects.
Simple step by step culture instruc
tions made this work indispensable for
the novice and a great "refresher"
source for the professional.

Joe's Bulletin, America's oldest flower garden magazine.
Resourceful, unequaled ad section. Buy, sell direct save. Sample. 15
cents postage. Write IAMOCO. Box 144. Lamoni, Iowa 50140.

Size of Ad
1-8 page
1-4 page
1-3 page
1-2 page
Full page

Display Advertising Rates Schedule

Insertions
$ 25.00

40.00
50.00
65.00

100.00

Single
Insertion
$ 7.50
12 50
15.00
20 00
30 00



***************************
STOP KILLING
YOUR PLANTS

Easy-to-use precision instruments
show status instantly No soil samples,
chemicals or dyes Simply insert probes
into soil Fundamental tools for growing
all plants

s4.95* s19.95* '9.95*
1 Moist-sure meter - Prevents over-

watering - #1 killer of plants.
2 pH meter - End soil guesswork - Get

acid/alkalinity balance
3 Moisture/light meter - Know your

water & light needs
* Complete instructions & guide for

over 350 plants 1 yr warranty
Order from: Dept. APSB

Environmental Concepts
710 N W 57th St
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33309

Check, MO, Mastercharge, Visa
Send for fund raising offer
Special! All three $30 00

Brand
peonies
Minnesotas
oldest nursery

Dependable since 1868

Catalog upon request

Brand
Peony Farm
and Nursery
Box 36. Faribault. MN 55021 y

Will purchase all types of
peonies, regardless of quantity

or age.
Also seeking some

Itoh-Smirnow hybrids,
Fan-Tan and Oriental Gold.

Write giving details.
LOUIS SMIRNOW & SON

85 Linden Lane
Brookville, N.Y. 11545

"Schultz-instant"
SOLUBLE FERTILIZER20-30-20
Concentrated.HignAnalysisAllPurpose 20-30-20crystalsGrowsVegetables.FlowersRosesTrees.
Shrubs.LawnsEtc inYards.
GardensGreenhouses

wlionora»n0J'9Slor
SCHULTZCO - St Louis,MO63043

Daylilies ins Peonies Perennials

Busse Garden Center
"C7/5« ^Hinnciota iPacnniaf iPcofifc

"

635 EAST 7th STREET
COKATO. MINNESOTA 55321 (612) 2*6 2654

Write for Catalog



HERBACEOUS AND TREE PEONY HYBRIDS

DAVID REATH
VULCAN, MICHIGAN 49892

HEMEROCALLIS (Daylily)
Enjoythis wonderfulflower fromspring to autumnfrost. Its longblooming

season will greatlyexpandyour gardenenjoyment.
Constant improvementsin color, size, formand habits insure rapidgrowth

of interest in this fine perennial.
Four quarterly Journals are filled with informative data on varieties,

culture, performanceand progress.Many Round Robins open to participation.
Annual Membership $7.50

Join THE AMERICAN HEMEROCALLIS SOCIETY
Joan 0. Senior, Sec y., Route 2, Box 360,DeQueen,Arkansas 71832

INTERESTED IN DAFFODILS?
Join THE AMERICAN DAFFODIL SOCIETY, INC.

MEMBERSHIP BRINGS YOU . . .
Basic informationon daffodil culture, types and classification,

recommendedvarieties,showproceduresand placesto buy bulbs.
The Daffodil Journal, a quarterlyof theSociety,just full of infor

mationyou shouldhave.
The privilegeof attendinglocal,regionalandnationalmeetings.
And new friends all over the USA, all enthusiasticabout Daf

fodils.
Annual Membership S7.50

Don't delay.Sendyour checktodayto:
William O. Ticknor, ExecutiveDirector

AmericanDaffodil Society.Inc.
Tyner. N.C. 27980

COLOR SLIDE COLLECTION
Color Slide Collection: The American Peony Society maintains

several groups of excellent sets of peony sides for rental. Each set con
tains 80 slides. A complete set can be requested of all tree peonies,
herbaceous hybrids or lactifloras or a combination of these three types.

Slides should be ordered three weeks in advance of date to be
shown. Return slides promptly. Return postage, including insurance
must be paid by the renter. Insurance $50.00. A charge of $2.00 is
made for every missing slide. Count slides when received and again
before sealing for return. A duplicate of any slide is not accepted,
when returned. Rental fee, $7.50.

Send request and check to: Richard Edblom, 69 17 45th Ave. N.,
Minneapolis, Minn. 55428



KLEHM'S SEND FOR FREE FULL COLOR BROCHURE

Klehm's championship and award
winning peonies are fully guaranteed.
Your satisfaction is assured.

PEONIES

CHAS. KLEHM & SON

KLCHffl
SINCE 1852

fiur/ery
2 E. ALGONQUIN ROAD 312/437-2880
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS. ILLINOIS 60005

Charter Member American Peony Society

PEONIES IRISES HERMOCALLIS

Send $1.00 for opr 93rd Anniversary Catalog 96 pages in color

(1979) deductible from first catalog order.

PEAK PEONY BLOOM USUALLY THE 20-22nd OF MAY

GILBERT H. WILD & SON, INC.
Sarcoxle, Missouri 64862

TREE PEONIES
America's Tree Peony Headquarters and

The home of the NEW RACES of Peonies the Itoh-Smirnow hybrids.

Also herbaceous, herbaceous hybrids and species

Send for our new catalog with features for all enthusiasts
0 List of varieties, just received from Mainland China

Tips for the Home Gardener
Aid to the Hybridizer
200 photographs of tree-herbaceous-hybrids

LOUIS SMIRNOW AND SON
85 LINDEN LANE, GLEN HEAD P. O., BROOKVILLE, L. L., N. Y. 11545

"You are more likely to find it here than anywhere else in the world."

Send $1.00 will credit you $2.00 with each order.


